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Abstract  
Using the grounded theory methodology, this study explored the topic of leaders’ fears by 
asking participants questions about their experiences with their fears. Twenty-four 
director level and above leaders working in industries such as retail, medical device, 
consulting firms, industrial, real estate, and academia, participated in this study to 
contribute to the unveiling of their fears, fear responses, and the relationship leaders have 
with their fears. The research revealed a set of universal fears shared by the participating 
leaders and demonstrates that leaders have fears, just like other humans possess. Twenty 
fears covering four different categories were found and included: integrity (fear of 
inadequateness, underachievement, and vulnerability), credibility (minimal 
organizational support, rejections, presenting, losing status, and misperception), 
uncertainty (fear of unknowns, unfamiliarity, inexperience, and lacking information), and 
results (fear of failure, wrongs, bad outcomes, and minimal success). Participant 
responses showed patterns of fear acting as stimulus-generating strategies moving the 
leader to an outcome. Findings revealed that the more leaders know their fear, the more 
they tend to exercise positive response strategies and consequently improve their 
performance outcomes, self-confidence, and leadership abilities. Equally, knowing their 
own fears improved their relationship with their fears and the leaders were then able to 
modify and refine future responses. The research also demonstrates the value of knowing 
fear. Discussing their fear-related emotions, reliable strategies, and their relationship with 
their fears resulted in (a) improving leadership development, and (b) being a leader while 
they were vulnerable; two aspiring goals stemming from this research.  
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Chapter One 
“I believe anyone can conquer fear by doing the things he fears to do, provided he 
keeps doing them until he gets a record of successful experience behind him” (Roosevelt, 
1960). 
When I decided to accept the role of a leader both at previous organizations and 
my current organization and in the volunteer organizations I lead, I do not remember any 
part of the role description saying I had to be fearless. Yet, time and time again, my peers, 
direct reports, manager, or the organization expected me to be fearless. Both as a mid-
level leader or higher-level leader in and outside of my organization, I often experienced 
the inability to convey my doubts, worries, or fears because the environments I was in 
were unreceptive to this type of dialogue coming from leaders. Instead, it has been my 
experience as a leader that I am supposed to help others in the organization with their 
fears but be fearless myself. I have watched this same pattern hold true for other leaders. 
Conclusively, I believe leaders are and leadership is lonely. Also, I have had 
conversations with other leaders who concur with this belief. 
On the other hand, I know leaders are human and, like anyone else, they cannot 
fully escape their fears, as fears are inherent in our human make-up. Everyone has doubts, 
dreads, worries, anxieties, and fears. In fact, some things are worth fearing and fear 
sometimes motivates people to do the right thing. Hence, I think people need to take time 
to understand and get to know their fears.  
There is literature that says all humans have fears. According to William Marston 
(1979, 2007), the psychologist who created the DiSC (Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, 
and Compliance) personality employee profiling analysis tool, research shows most 
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people have fears irrespective of their personality make-up. People have behaviors of 
dominance orientation, which include fear of failure. People have influence behaviors, 
which means they fear rejection. People have steadiness behaviors, which means they 
fear loss of security, and compliance behaviors, which means they fear conflict. It can 
also even be said that society is founded on fear. According to Blits (1989), this is what 
philosopher Thomas Hobbes (1642), one of the founding fathers of social contract 
tradition, believed. Mixing Hobbes’ perspective with Marston’s, fear surrounds people; it 
is a part of an individual’s thinking. Therefore, fear is an integral part of people’s work 
and non-work lives. Juxtaposed, leaders likely experience fears as they actively 
participate in their organizational roles. 
The popular literature contains stories in which fear-based organizational cultures 
lead to errors, lack of productivity, diminished job satisfaction, and poor employee 
performance (Maccoby, 1991; Appelbaum, Bregman, & Moroz, 1998; Suarez, 1994). 
There is some literature about fear in organizational cultures and how fear-led 
organizations create disengaged employees, poor employee performance, and lack of 
productivity. However there is limited research around fear as a studied leadership 
emotion of leaders in organizations (Suarez, 1994; Zytka, 2000). 
I can appreciate why this research opportunity exists. One reason may be because 
society tends to force leaders to hide their fears. Certainly, it is my experience that fears 
for leaders are viewed as negative emotions to hold or project. It is also my impression 
that if leaders disclose their fears, they are perceived as weak leaders. I disagree with this 
reaction to leaders exhibiting fear; I do not think exhibiting fears should be regarded as 
negative indications of leaders’ abilities. Instead, I think leaders should know their fears 
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and be supported when they share their fears. By showing their fears, leaders can serve as 
models to others and demonstrate it is acceptable to have fears. From my perspective, 
knowing (and understanding) fear also requires leaders to know how they respond to their 
fears as well as the type of relationship they have with their fears. I believe people can 
have a positive or negative relationship with their fear. Simply put, I believe a positive 
relationship with fear is being aware of and acknowledging your fear and still deciding to 
take on the challenge that is causing the fear. At the same time, I believe a negative 
relationship with fear reflects being unaware of, ignoring, or neglecting your fear, and 
deciding not to take on the challenge that is causing the fear. Additionally, I believe a 
positive relationship with fear is when the leader is motivated to conquer the challenge 
causing fear. A negative relationship with fear is when a leader is demotivated and 
uninterested in conquering the challenge that may be causing the fear. 
However, before leaders can know their fears, I think they have to realize the 
source of their fears. There are many effects that can be considered. For instance, when 
organizations expect their leaders to be fearless and resilient, and exude assurance, 
certainty, and intelligence, these expectations can generate fear in leaders. Personally, as 
an organizational leader responding to these types of organizational expectations, I would 
find myself (and I have seen other leaders challenged with) following one of two paths: 
(a) acknowledge and accept, or (b) ignore and deny the fears. Yet the latter could cause 
leaders to disregard other emotions. “If people believe they have no fear, they are 
probably very good at denying their own emotions” (Senge, 1999, p. 243). According to 
Senge (1999), “everyone demonstrates fears of exposure, of making a mistake, of 
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showing ignorance and of accidentally hurting others through inappropriate candor and 
behavior” (p. 242).  
The financial crises occurring around the globe, e.g., federal government debt 
ceiling decision, economic downturn across different nations, increases in shareholder 
scrutiny toward an organization’s performance and the resulting changes occurring in 
organizations, are examples of how fears are produced for organizational leaders. 
Generating even more emotions for organizational leaders are the news headlines about 
fears. To name a few in the public domain, fear news stories intensified at the rise of the 
climate changes and national hazard during the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. In the 
United Kingdom, “business leaders have fears of chaos” about Muammar Gaddafi; there 
are business leaders “who fear the future of the volatile North Africa when Gaddafi is 
finally toppled down” (Krueger, 2011).  
Across the world, leaders saluted the death of bin Laden but “fear revenge” 
(Bremer, 2011). Recently publicized concerns about the fall of the United States’ triple A 
credit rating as well as a threat of a looming recession has business leaders across the 
world in a tailspin. “Investors fear the United States may be headed for a credit ratings 
downgrade” (Liverpost, 2011). Investors are people and some of these people are likely 
organizational leaders who have fears. 
While not all-inclusive, the aforementioned causes of fear and types of fears are 
only a few examples of the fears organizational leaders can hold. When responding to 
these examples or changes, organizational leaders must be adaptive, know how to 
recognize their fears, and understand fear emotions in order to respond effectively. 
Simultaneously, these leaders must also strive for peak success, collaborate with their 
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peers and direct reports, get to granular detail and be big-pictured focused, again 
regardless of their fears. If leaders get to know, neutralize, integrate, and identify ways to 
operate with their fears, without exhibiting corresponding inappropriate behaviors, these 
leaders may be more successful at responding. Taking these steps when provided the 
opportunity has afforded me the ability to know more about myself and use this 
information to improve my abilities. Also, based on my personal experience and realizing 
the impact of understanding my own fears, I believe others leaders who choose to 
become aware of their fears could benefit from the experience. Carl Jung believed the 
individual can only become one’s own self and reach one’s unique potential when one 
stops looking to the world for answers, which breeds conformity, and chooses to become 
aware of and integrate all parts of the self (Aziz, 2007).   
Generally, organizational changes stir up and can generate uneasiness and varying 
feelings among individuals (Argyris, 1990). For instance, the results of the May 2011 
Global Risk Management Survey, which questioned close to 1,000 business leaders in 58 
countries and was used to identify emerging trends in the workplace, showed respondents 
who thought that the economy, regulatory changes, business stoppage, and systems 
failure were some of the top risks for organizations. Organizations today are experiencing 
constant and rapid change. As a result, organizations are either setting a different 
strategic direction or implementing a new process, system, or technology. Departments 
are being centralized or decentralized and mergers and acquisitions are occurring across 
all different industries. During these kinds of changes, leaders fear failure, workers fear 
the unknown, and countless work-related fears can impact leader and employee 
effectiveness in the workplace (Thongsukmag, 2003). This research is intended to 
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identify the fears of leaders, responses leaders have to their fears, and the relationship 
leaders have with their fears. 
Researcher’s Background 
Regardless of the organizational position of leaders or others, it is my experience 
that half of human fear is death and the root of all anxiety is fear of death. William 
Bridges (1988) speaks about the impressions of death when people experience either 
changes in their life or the actual death of someone in their life. This impression of death 
during change occurs because individuals can have a loss feeling when experiencing 
change. Bridges (1988) also explains that people experience transitions, which are 
psychological and have a three-phase (beginning, neutral, and ending) process where 
people gradually accept the details of the new situation and the changes that come with it. 
Bridges (1988) notes that transitions are different than change and as such transitions 
happens inside of us and are triggered by change and occur as we adapt to the change. 
For example, as a leader I have experienced incremental and sequential changes 
or even death as a change.  In either instance, I recognized the interference of the change 
with my effectiveness. Most significantly, I experienced multiple deaths early in life, 
which all created change in my life. In order, the deaths were my paternal step 
grandfather, maternal great grandmother and grandfather. My paternal step grandfather 
died with a legacy (he was known as my grandfather – my mom raised me not to use the 
word step, I understood later the use of such language was her fear of exclusion, which is 
different from fear from death or even fear of change), he was a civil rights activist and 
owned the first African American newspaper publishing company in Minnesota. The 
smaller change I experienced was I no longer had a grandpa who gave me a dime every 
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time I saw him. Next, my great grandmother died of natural causes. She was like my 
grandmother. She was the relative my siblings and I always went to see, especially during 
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. The change resulting from this death is we 
stopped visiting her.  The third death was the sudden death of my maternal grandfather. 
The remembrance of my upset mother, crying uncontrollably and the vision of her in my 
father’s arms screaming about the anxiety rising in her body as she settled his death in her 
heart is still present in my mind. Later in life, I lost several others; an uncle who killed 
himself, a cousin who drowned in the Mississippi River, my paternal grandfather and 
maternal grandmother who too died of natural causes, and the most recent death of my 
dear paternal grandmother to ovarian cancer. I was not able to fully acknowledge and 
accept death or this type of significant change until after the passing of my paternal 
grandmother. At this point, I began to reflect more about death and the meaning of 
transformational change. Her death had an impact on me as the ending of her life 
accentuated by the legacy she established in her life and in turn passed onto me through 
her investment in my education. As a result I felt compelled to realize the responsibility 
she gave me to by intentionally identifying how I was going to change and transform my 
life. Writing this dissertation helped me transform my life. 
Since my grandmother’s death, I think more freely about death and I am 
constantly thinking of ways to transform my life without fear. Erich Fromm (1941) 
suggested, “masochism is essentially the product of so-called death instinct” (p. 148). In 
other words, without the acceptance of death, I believe my fears of death were causing 
me to unconsciously create inward self-destructive tendencies or saboteurs. Fromm also 
suggested this type of fear is a habit of all humankind. Considering Fromm’s point, 
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leaders may be up against the same challenge. Again, I believe my fear of death was 
affecting my ability to consider transformational change or act in the face of change as an 
organizational leader. Now that my grandmother has passed I am more focused. While, 
death is a significant situational change, I think there are other leaders like me who rest 
on their feelings of fear, like fear of death or fear of loss, when change occurs. As 
Bridges (1998) implies, change can include loss of a job or death of a relative. 
Consequently, transitions and transformational change can be painful and difficult. Fear 
is a common emotion during these times of change. Thus, I am proposing that leaders’ 
fears include change like a loss of a job, failure in their work, or even external situations 
outside of their organization like the death of a relative. I think that unless leaders are 
able to acknowledge their emotions as they experience these change situations, their 
emotions may remain and they may resist making decisions or needed changes in their 
organizations – exactly in the way I did. Thus, their leadership effectiveness within or 
outside of organizations may be affected. 
In order to act effectively in the face of fear, over time and more so now, I have 
built up a practice to imagine alternative realities by thinking about the best and worst 
thing that can happen in any given situation. Then, from there I focus on how to avoid the 
potential challenges. I respond to my fears as if they were pills of adrenaline. In fact, I am 
often not energized to do good work or execute an initiative until I imagine failure or hear 
someone say I will not succeed. Mainstream thought leader David Rock (2009) suggested 
that one strategy for alertness is to intentionally “increase adrenaline levels by bringing 
urgency to a task” (p. 65). Likewise, the brain is hard wired to place high value on the 
events people encounter and translate these events into data that can be used to make or 
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manage difficult decisions. This sense of high value is true when individuals are forced to 
choose between two adverse options and when individuals are selecting between 
desirable alternatives (Sharot, 2011). Recognizing Rock’s and Sharot’s perspectives, I am 
curious about other people’s response strategies to dealing with their fears. 
I believe it is important not to let my fear prevent me from doing something. 
Rather, when I do have fear of something, I believe in embracing the fear and doing 
exactly the thing that caused fear in the first place. I also believe the right amount of the 
unknown and fear can inspire you to achieve your goals. Fear, put in its place, is in a 
sense confidence with fear behind it.  Putting fear in its place involves remapping your 
brain waves and practicing fear conditioning to strive for a different future in the same 
environment (Moita, Rosis, Zhou, LeDoux, & Blair, 2004).  
Researcher’s Research Aspirations  
To contribute to the existing body of knowledge about fears, I wanted to uncover 
the fears of organizational leaders and I wanted to find value in leaders talking about their 
fears. I also wanted to demonstrate that leaders are just as or more effective when they 
are in touch with their fears. I wanted show how their fears help them grasp or engage in 
transformational change. I am inspired by Argyris (2000), who believed, “almost no one 
lives the values they espouse” (p. 5). Argyris’ perspective entices me to help leaders 
disclose and identify their fears as well as the responses sitting behind their fears, as a 
means to enhance their capacity to eliminate the gap lying between their espoused values 
and what truly exists. I wanted to help organizational leaders understand the relationship 
they have with their fears, as I believe this will make a difference in their lives. Knowing 
more about “fear could make an enormous difference to health and well-being in our 
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society, not to mention enlarging individuals’ potential for living, learning, and growing” 
(Jackson, 2010, p. 40).  
The idea of understanding fear scares and inspires me. I am affected by fear every 
day and I believe I am not alone. I want to learn about the fears of other leaders. I 
consider my research an opportunity to understand the fears of others, discover the 
relationship others have with their fears, and learn how other organizational leaders 
respond to fears. My fear is other leaders will not be as excited about understanding their 
fears. Regardless, the patterns in the fears of leaders, connections or relationships leaders 
have with their fears, and responses to their fears, were grounded in my study.  
Problem Statement 
Author and activist Marianne Williamson (1992) notes: 
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. 
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, 
who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small does not serve 
the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't 
feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born 
to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us; it's 
in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other 
people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our 
presence automatically liberates others” (p.190). 
In my experience and in talking with my peers, regardless of the type of fear, as 
leaders they tend to suppress or are taught to suppress their fears. Or, when they do have 
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fears they feel inadequate. According to Giley (1997), all human behavior choosing 
courage over fear in the workplace is motivated by either fear or desire. Fears impact an 
individual’s productivity, communication, and emotional well-being. Similarly, 
Csikszentmihalyi (2003) noted that anxiety is the one emotion people try to avoid the 
most. Unless leaders are free to discern their anxiety they are held hostage by their 
emotions and engage differently in the workplace. “All too often, however, an anxious 
person will despair of reaching flow because the gap between skills and challenges seems 
insurmountable” (p. 73). Flow is the state in which people are so involved in an activity 
that nothing else seems to matter (I think this includes accepting and acting with fear) and 
flow happens when a person's skills are fully involved in overcoming a challenge (e.g., 
take positive actions while experiencing fear) that is just about manageable, so it acts as a 
magnet for learning new skills and increasing challenges. If challenges are too low, one 
gets back to flow by increasing them. If challenges are too great, one can return to the 
flow state by learning new skills, as believed by Csikszentmihalyi (1991). Anxiety, along 
with fears, can threaten leaders, their flow, and the potential of the organizations they 
work within. Additionally, “anxiety about personal fears, coupled with complexities and 
ambiguities in the work environment, may often be the root of ineffective leadership” 
(Zytka, 2001, p. 14). 
If leaders are not taking time to recognize their fears, they are certainly not talking 
about their fears. As a result, leaders may be less likely to learn how to manage their fears 
while they attempt to be successful leaders in their organizations. I think for people to 
deal with fear, they must first learn to identify its existence. Conversely, in order to 
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decide what to do about fear, people have to be encouraged to talk about their fears, as 
suggested by Goldsmith (2008).  
Leaders are fearful of making mistakes, of being seen as incompetent, of losing 
their self-respect, of losing their position, of being vulnerable or of showing emotions 
(Jaworksi, 1996). Similarly, the leaders with whom I have worked tend to conceal their 
fears and their fears cause them to be more reactive, as demonstrated negatively through 
their behaviors or actions. This hidden and unspoken fear, according to Giley (1997), is 
highly detrimental to people because hiding or staying silent about fears allows fears to 
surface through preemptive attacks on others. In other words, employees see the fears of 
their leaders expressed when leaders disagree, describe the need to avoid failure, refuse to 
buy into a concept, or think something must be wrong and try to fix the problem 
themselves.  
Fear may be as simple as being afraid we will not get what we desire, but it is 
there nonetheless. I believe that until we name the associated fear and make peace with it, 
we cannot achieve what we desire in a sustainable way. The unspoken fear always 
undermines our resolve, causes commitment to wane, and causes us to generate excuses 
for why we have not been able to achieve what we say we want (Giley, 1997, p. 191).  
I think fears are normal and they should not be seen as something one hides from 
or is concerned with expressing. I do not think leaders should be demystified if their fear 
is shared and showing fear should not marginalize leaders. Instead, I think leaders 
become better leaders by understanding, connecting with, and appropriately responding 
to their fears. For instance, “increasingly, leadership is defined not as what the leader 
does but rather as a process that engenders and is the result of relationships...” (Hernez-
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Broome & Hughes, 2004, p. 27). Based on my personal experience, I believe leaders who 
can connect with their fears are more effective. Having a connection with fear is like 
having a relationship with fear, which means accepting fear has allowed me to integrate 
my fear to better understand myself, modify my outcomes as a leader, and embrace 
change. Thus, I am suggesting that leaders should connect or have a relationship with 
their fears. 
I found limited research linking fears with leadership or research offering an 
understanding how leaders respond to their fears. Furthermore, I found limited research 
about the fears of leaders and the relationship they have with their fears. Yet, I believe the 
study of such issues can add to understanding leaders (from the organization and their 
own perspectives) and improving their effectiveness. I believe the awareness and 
information included in the research findings about leaders, may help leaders 
acknowledge fear and practice strategies to respond positively to their fears as well as 
improve their leadership abilities. 
Purpose and Research Question 
The purpose of this study was to identify the fears of mid-level or director level 
and above organizational leaders and to create a theoretical model of the fears these 
leaders have, the relationship leaders describe they have with their fears, and how they 
respond to their fears. The research questions were:  
1) What are the fears of leaders? 
2) What are the relationships leaders have with their fears?    
3) How do leaders respond to their fears?  
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Significance 
This study offers a thematic inventory of the fears organizational leaders have, the 
relationship organizational leaders have with their fears, and how such leaders respond to 
their fears. For the purpose of managing the research sample, I focused on director level 
and above organizational leaders in for-profit (corporations) or non-profit organizations.  
The findings of this research are intended to contribute to the body of knowledge 
about the characteristics of organizational leaders. Also, regardless if leaders respond to 
their fears positively or negatively, this research is intentionally directed at serving as a 
contribution to the body of knowledge about leadership development. This research could 
help leaders learn from their peers. Unfolding the fears of leaders and their responses 
may assist leaders on their route to gaining emotional intelligence and leadership within 
their organizations and consequently transform their organizations. “High levels of 
emotional intelligence…create climates in which information sharing, trust, healthy risk-
taking, and learning flourish” (Goleman, Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002, p. 42).  
Personally, as an organization development scholar practitioner, I consider my 
research as an opportunity to learn more information about fears and to help leaders 
“expand… and be effective in their leadership role and process” (McCauley & Van 
Velsor, 2004, p. 2). My research aims to “build theory that is grounded in the voices, 
actions and experiences” (Goulding, 2002, p. 106) of leaders wishing to share their fears, 
describing the relationship they have with their fears, and their responses to such fears. 
The benefit of identifying fears as well as the relationship leaders have with their fears or 
how they respond to their fears, is critical information that can be integrated into a 
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leader’s practices as they encounter change as well as the coaching or development 
processes for leaders.  
Leaders who feel fear have the conviction that despite position or title, there exists 
a sense of powerlessness. They are fearful of making mistakes, of being seen as 
incompetent, of losing their own self-respect, of losing their position, of being vulnerable, 
or showing their emotions (Jaworski, 1996). Through this research, I made an effort to 
understand and ask leaders about their fears to get to know and enter the territory of their 
fears as if they are entering a new territory of possibility. Asking leaders to “enter the 
territory of possibility” will be like helping them “embody a new distinction” (Zander & 
Zander, 2000, p. 163). Therefore, the findings of this research could add new thinking 
about leaders and the benefit of acknowledging their fears.  
Definition of Common Terms 
Emotion. Emotion can be defined as a “motivational condition or process in 
consciousness that . . . can be accessed and verbally reported, albeit imprecisely” (Izard, 
1993. p. 72). There are nine fundamental emotions comprised in the human emotional 
system (interest, surprise, anger, sadness, guilt, shame/shyness, fear, disgust, and 
contempt), which can be identified by their motivational properties, functions, activators, 
and goals (Izard, 1997; Plutchik, 1962; Tomkins, 1962).  
Fear. Fear can be a powerful and uncomfortable emotion. When fear is 
experienced, several psychological and physiological responses take place at the same 
time. Psychological events include feeling emotionally overwhelmed, having different 
levels of anxiety, and feeling terrified. Physiological responses to fear include faster heart 
rate, shallow breathing, nervous feelings in the stomach, sweating or perspiration, and 
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other similar affects. Fear is a high level of emotional arousal caused by perceiving a 
significant and personally relevant threat. Fear can motivate both protective and 
maladaptive action, depending on the circumstances (Witte, 1999).  
Know fear. Know fear means people have a relationship with their fear. The 
more people know about their fear the more they are able to modify their own behaviors 
and/or impact their performance outcomes. The opposite of knowing fear is not knowing 
or having a relationship with fear. The less people know their fear the less likely they are 
able to modify their behaviors and impact their performance outcomes. To distinguish, 
the amygdala in the brain releases a chemical in the body 
(www.nimh.nih.gov/health/educational-resources/brain-basics/brain-basics.shtml), which 
is a physical reaction to fear. Knowing or not (does not) knowing fear is a cognitive 
response.  
Relationship. Relationship is the condition or fact of being related, connection or 
association (The Oxford English Dictionary, 1997). 
Relationship with fear. This implies people are aware, acknowledge, connect 
with, and understand their fear. Relationship with fear can include feeling emotionally 
resilient and physically powerful. Positive relationships with fear tend to be motivating 
and include love, good, conscience, childhood relating, healthy, embraceable, real, desire 
to generate more fear, and propelling. Negative relationships with fear tend to be more 
demotivating and include hate, bad, unconscious, unhealthy, frightening, and paralyzing. 
Response. Response is a feeling, move, or change caused by a stimuli or 
influence (The Oxford English Dictionary, 1997). 
Leader. Sarros, Cooper, and Hartican (2006) define leaders as “people who get 
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things done through others, who have a vision for the organization, and manifest a vision 
through interpersonal strengths, change imperatives, …strategic initiatives” (p. 684). 
Leaders offer skills that motivate, inspire, and energize employees (Stid & Bradach, 
2009). Leaders are critical elements of the work context that can influence how 
individuals view their work (Senge, 1999). For the purposes of this research, a leader 
includes anyone who self identifies as someone who is in a mid-level or director level or 
above who gets work done through others in traditional corporations (for-profit) or 
nonprofit organizations, has a vision for the organization and is responsible for executing 
it within the organization, has a highly visible role within the organization, and/or leads a 
team of direct reports. 
Leadership. Relevant to this study, “leadership consists of five fundamental 
practices that enable leaders to get extraordinary things accomplished: model the way, 
inspire a shared vision, challenge the process, enable others to act, and encourage the 
heart (Kouzes & Poster, 2002). Leadership is a process whereby an individual influences 
a group of individuals to achieve a common goal (Northouse, 2007). Leaders produce 
change and movement, establish direction (create vision, clarify the big picture, set 
strategies), align people (communicate goals, seek commitment, and build teams and 
coalitions), and motivate and inspire others (inspire and energize, empower subordinates, 
and satisfy unmet needs) (Kotter, 1990).  
Leader development. Leader development is “the expansion of a person’s 
capacity to be effective in leadership roles and process” (McCauley & Van Velsor, 2004, 
p. 2). 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 
Although, I reviewed literature throughout the analysis process of my research 
and added in literature supporting my grounded theory as recommended by Charmaz 
(2006), a literature review is still needed to demonstrate the relevance and provide 
background to support the problem statement, purpose, and research question as outlined 
in chapter one. Relevant to this study, this literature review explores fear, fears and 
emotions, knowing fear, relationship with fear, responses to fear, leadership and 
leadership theories, and organizational leadership and fear.  
Fear 
Fear is viewed as a primary, discrete, or basic emotion (Scherer & Ellgring, 2007; 
Roseman, Spindel, & Jose, 1994), which is reflected across many species and can be seen 
as “the most powerful and fundamental of emotional states” (Ashkanasy, Hartel, & 
Zerbe, 2000, p. 7). Fear is both innate and learned.  
Fear is a distressing emotion aroused by impending danger, evil, pain, etc., 
whether the threat is real or imagined; the feeling or condition of being afraid. Synonyms 
include foreboding, apprehension, consternation, dismay, dread, terror, fright, panic, 
horror, trepidation, and qualm. Fear can include a concern or anxiety and something that 
causes feelings of dread or apprehension; something a person is afraid of. Fear can be a 
powerful and uncomfortable emotion. Fear is a high level of emotional arousal caused by 
perceiving a significant and personally relevant threat. Fear can motivate both protective 
and maladaptive action, depending on the circumstances (Witte, 1999).  
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Fears and Emotions 
The theoretical basis of emotions is relevant for understanding and emphasizing 
the meaning of fear. Emotions are as old as the emotions shared between Adam met Eve 
and other similar moments described in the Old Testament. Ashkanasy, Hartel, and Zerbe 
(2000) said emotions were considered as early as the days of Aristotle. These early ideas 
sought to provide humans with a deeper understanding of their mind, feelings, and 
actions (Lazarus, 2006). Interestingly, emotional theories tend to address cognitive 
processes that link the gap between thinking and feeling. 
Emotions have a significant impact on decisions, behaviors, and actions (Lewis, 
2005). Emotions can interfere with peoples’ ability to achieve their goals and desires 
(Smith, Seger, & Mackie, 2007). Emotions reflect what is important to an individual and 
help individuals gauge progress toward important goals reflecting personal values 
(Lazarus, 2006). Thus, having an awareness of and understanding about emotions can 
help individuals know which emotions they are feeling and why. With awareness and 
understanding about their emotions, leaders can realize the links between their feelings 
and what they think, do, and say. Furthermore leaders will be able to recognize how their 
feelings of fear affect their performance and establish a guided awareness of their values 
and goals (Goleman, 1998).  
Knowing Fear 
Individuals who are unable to know their feelings are at a tremendous 
disadvantage and oblivious to a realm of reality crucial to success (Goleman, 1998). 
Lazarus (1991) asserted, emotion without thought does not allow for the sustainability of 
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actions or behaviors, or the production of further emotions to generate shifts in 
experience. An individual must engage in such cognitive assessment for behavioral 
actions and subsequent emotional appraisals to occur. This cognitive appraisal exercise of 
situations either supports or is in conflict with individual goals.  
Theory postulates emotions that are cognitive, relational, and motivational 
(Lazarus, 2006). Magna Arnold (in Roseman, 1990) first proposed that individual 
appraisals were based on three elements of assessment or evaluation: (a) harm or benefit, 
(b) presence or absence of an object, and (c) ease or difficulty in attaining or overcoming 
the object. Attempts to make these types of appraisals can dictate the emotional reaction 
one will experience in response to an event or situation and are foundational to further 
theoretical development toward the body of research on leaders and leadership.  
Lazarus (2006) identified core relational themes that align various emotional 
responses to personal appraisals. For instance, fear and anxiety result from an appraisal of 
danger or threat (Smith, Haynes, Lazarus, & Pope, 1993). As asserted earlier, such fear 
and anxiety can have significant leader development implications as leaders seek to 
understand themselves and gain emotional competence to enhance their leadership 
capabilities.  
“Emotional competence implies we have a choice as to how to express our 
feelings” (Goleman, 1998, p. 81). Thus, leaders who know their fear emotions will 
benefit and use awareness about such feelings to better adapt to similar situations. 
Responses to Fear 
The dimensions of appraisal or causality can result in three responses: a person 
can accept responsibility, assume someone else is responsible, or deduce no one is 
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responsible (Tiedens, 2000). Understanding the perspective one takes is important to 
understanding one’s emotional state; potentially this awareness assists with modifying 
one’s emotional state (Goleman, 1998). 
Additional research confirms that individuals who are fearful tend to exhibit more 
risk adverse behaviors, which were exhibited in individual judgments, decision-making, 
and choices (Lerner & Keltner, 2001). Likewise, Folkman and Lazarus (1988) 
demonstrated that fear led to avoidant and protective behaviors. In studies of phobias 
(excessive fears resulting from a real or anticipated object) across cultures, fear was 
induced most frequently by threats of physical harm or dangerous situations (Ollendick, 
2005). Fear motivates one to avoid threats in the environment or escape from dangers 
presented (Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994; Folkman & Lazarus, 1988). When one 
avoids threat, one is demonstrating aspects of protection and survival. Fear occurs in 
situations, which are uncertain and there is a belief that either punishment is involved or 
rewards are absent (Roseman et al., 1994). Likewise, according to Scherer (2001), fears 
result from events including a high degree of suddenness or low predictability (events are 
unexpected). Fear is also found to occur when goals are obstructed, coping ability is low, 
and the individual is left feeling the situation is too difficult to overcome (Roseman et al., 
1990). 
Relationship With Fear 
Establishing a relationship with fear implies people should connect with their 
fears and people should develop a relationship with fear. They will never win a battle 
with it, so why not make friends? The sooner you learn to walk with fear, the sooner you 
express your potential in the world (Rose, 2002). Paying attention to fear will help warn 
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of danger ahead. Yet, there is no need to give fear the power to keep one from moving 
forward. It is just fear and it passes (Rose, 2002). People willing to face fear with a 
friendly expression can transform fear and, as a result, fear opens the door to courage and 
compassion, both of which are important to the success of any relationship (Rose, 2002). 
If it is a person’s intention to not be deterred by fear, that person needs to know it 
intimately (Brenner, 2009). Thus, facing fear with a friendly expression is like having a 
positive relationship or connection with fear, whereas doing the opposite is more like 
having a negative relationship or connection with fear. 
Leadership 
Leadership theories often connect leaders’ success with their ability to inspire and 
create a vision; each involving the need to connect to emotional elements (Daus & 
Ashkanasy, 2005). According to cognitive appraisal theory, fear will move people away 
from risk and into safe behaviors of what is familiar and known (Gittell, 2004). 
Therefore, leaders must engage in practices of healthy expression of emotion. These 
practices may include adoption of processes and behaviors related to their fears.  
Research on leadership has been extensive. According to Durbin (1995), “about 
30,000 research articles, magazine articles, and books have been written about leadership 
so far this century” (p. 2). Among the first lines of research were those dealing with the 
attributes of leaders. Many authors sought to determine what common traits leaders had 
(Ackerson, 1942; Brown, 1931; Gowin, 1915; Health & Gregory, 1946; Jones, 1938; 
Starch, 1943). These writings focused primarily on biographical review or questions 
asking about the characteristics of good leaders and those traits common to leaders; few 
common traits emerged (Tinelli, 2000). Research then shifted to reviewing the behaviors 
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leaders displayed. Hemphill and Coons (1970) developed a Leadership Behavior 
Description Questionnaire, which identified and organized leader behaviors into nine 
categories. Fleishman and Harris (1962) found leaders displayed two kinds of behaviors – 
they initiated structure in groups and they demonstrated consideration of others. Another 
area of research in leadership concerned the impact of the situation on the leader. Several 
models were proposed to explain how the situation influences leaders (Hershey & 
Blanchard,1988); House & Mitchell, 1974); Muczyk & Reimann, 1987). In each of these 
models, the argument was, as the situation changes, so should the leader (Tinelli, 2000). 
Fear is an emotion leaders experience and, as such, it should be understood how the 
leader is affected by fear. 
Organizational Leadership and Fear 
The fears of leaders stem from factors in and outside of organizations. 
Organizations encounter circumstances that generate fears. Jaworski, Gozdz, and Senge 
(2000) found, “if anything the fear that permeates large institutions has risen steadily 
despite the quality of the management revolution. Increased competition, downsizing, 
uncertainty, and pressures from investors have taken their toll on people at all levels 
within organizations” (p.4). Leadership comes with vulnerability and leaders know they 
are exposed. However, leaders want to be leaders without embarrassment. Leaders, like 
everyone else, want to work within an organization they feel they can be at ease in. 
According to Thrall and McElrath (1997), many leaders are afraid of what people might 
think, of losing their position, and of being authentic because they are unprotected. Thrall 
and McElrath (1997) claimed protection requires a safe environment where leaders are 
fearless about disclosing their fears. 
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Instead, leaders who are more comfortable see the fears of others or are able to 
identify fear in their organizations. Ferris (1998) contended leaders fear more for the 
safety of the people for whom they are responsible than for their own personal fears. 
Equally, a leader’s fears tend to linger the more the leader does not have role clarity and 
regardless of the leader’s maturity level as a leader or status in the organization. Ferris 
(1998) pointed out that leaders may also fear the objectives that come with leadership 
position, which he calls, fear of leadership failure. Ferris described fear of organizational 
or career maintenance as a way in which leaders maintain the status quo of their 
organization for fear of termination. If leaders are unable to recognize their fears, their 
fears suppress their ability to passionately enjoy their work, lead teams toward a vision, 
and be creative.  
According to Suarez (1994), “fear erodes joy in work, limits communication and 
stifles innovation” (p. 3). Similarly, Giley (1997) reported that fears might affect 
individuals’ performance and the organization performance, particularly if they are not 
identified and confronted. Leaders or individuals who take time to recognize where their 
fears stem from are able to move forward. Giley (1997) stated, “the more that we become 
aware of our fears, the less they dominate our lives and the less they stop us from 
growing, trying new things, and learning” (p. 210).  
Fears are here, unprejudiced and just are, which means fear does not select the 
people who have fear. Fears lie within everyone; they can be overpowering and direct 
people. According to Beaulieu (1999), “it is possible that a person’s fear of failure or 
rejection can be stronger than his need for achievement or status” (p. 5). The inability to 
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understand and know one’s personal fears can simply interfere with one’s desire to exude 
authenticity, emotion, and be a leader. 
Summary  
Chapter two provided a literature review supporting the understanding of fears 
and the connections fears have to emotions. Additionally, the literature review is directed 
at establishing meaning behind knowing fear, responses to fear, relationship to fears, and 
organizational leadership and fears, which are all core themes proposed within this 
research study. The intent of Chapter two is to illustrate the relevance of fears and the 
reasoning or importance of understanding fear. Equally, the intent is to show the purpose 
of understanding fear in relation to being an effective leader. Chapter three outlines the 
detailed methodology of the research on the fears of leaders, how they respond to their 
fears, and their relationship with their fears. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology  
This is an interpretive study of fear, stemming from the participants of this study 
who were leaders and believe they have experienced fears or similar emotions as a result 
of their role and experiences as leaders in their organizations. Grounded theory offers a 
“systematic, yet flexible set of guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to 
construct theories grounded in the data themselves” (Charmaz, 2006. p. 2). The grounded 
theory method emerged from sociologists Barney G. Glaser and Alselm L. Strauss 
(Charmaz, 2006). Grounded theory is particularly applicable to studying human processes 
and interactions, as suggested by Creswell (2007). Grounded theory is best used under 
the following circumstances; (a) when a theory is not available to explain the process or 
phenomenon, (b) when models available were tested on an audience other than the 
researcher’s, or (c) when the theories currently present are incomplete because they do 
not include variables of interest to the researcher (Charmaz, 2006, Bryant & Charmaz, 
2007; Creswell 2007; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This research is related to these 
circumstances; as a result I was interested in identifying the fears of leaders and possibly 
uncovering a primary interest to me as a researcher – the similar and different fears of 
leaders. 
The intention of constructionist grounded theory (CGT) is to allow a theory to 
emerge; the theory is grounded in the data. CGT places priority on the studied 
phenomenon and views collected in the data. CGT includes an analysis of collective 
participants’ experiences and their relationship with the researcher (Charmaz, 2006). The 
data obtained through the review of leaders’ fears, their relationship with their fears, and 
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their responses to their fears were gathered until saturation and a theory emerged, which 
is the intent and purpose of CGT. 
Why Grounded and Constructionist Grounded Theory 
I opted to conduct CGT for three reasons: (a) I desired to understand my own 
fears as a leader and the fears of other leaders, (b) I needed a process that would help me 
analyze the patterns of fears across a group of leaders and the responses leaders have 
relative to their fears, (c) I wanted my own beliefs and experiences, as appropriate, to 
inform my research. “Grounded theory methods (i.e., CGT) can provide a route to see 
beyond the obvious and a path to reach imaginative interpretations” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 
181). 
Since I used grounded theory and CGT as research methodologies, I was unable 
to finish my study without building a theory, as deserting this step in the study would be 
like “claiming scientific neutrality and authority” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 15). Rather, as a 
researcher I have the obligation to be reflexive about what I bring to the scene, what I 
see, and how I see it (Charmaz, 2006). By using CGT, I faced the unknown and all my 
own fears surfaced throughout every moment of this unchartered territory; theory “results 
from the researcher’s involvement at every point in the research process” (Charmaz, 
2006, p. 148). Consequently, the findings from the research and my own fears are 
revealed in Chapter Five. 
Sampling and Selecting Participants 
Through face-to-face and telephone interviews, I surfaced a theory and a 
reflecting illustrative model that describes the phenomenon of leaders’ fears, the 
relationship leaders have with fears, and how leaders respond to their fears (see pp. 125-
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126). The participants selected to interview included leaders in traditional organizations – 
corporations (for-profit) or non-profit organizations. The selection process for identifying 
such participants included convenience sampling, snowball sampling, and theoretical 
sampling. These forms of sampling helped me obtain a variety of perspectives. Using 
CGT as a research method requires the researcher to seek multiple perspectives and 
diverse position, representing the realities of those in the studied situation in all their 
diversity and complexity (Charmaz, 2006).  
Convenience sampling. For the purposes of this research, I started with 
convenience sampling. My convenience sampling included locating participants in my 
network who are leaders in their organizations, willing to share their fears, how they 
respond to their fears, and the relationship they have with their fears. Convenience 
sampling is, as Charmaz (2006) defined, locating individuals who are available who have 
already gone through, or have observed individuals who have experienced the 
phenomenon. 
Snowball sampling. According to Charmaz (2006), snowball sampling occurs as 
a result of the convenience sampling. In the case of snowball sampling and as a second 
step, I requested initial participants to identify or invite their friends and acquaintances 
that may fit the criteria of this research to participate in my study. Snowball sampling 
generated the snowball effect of identifying peer leaders of participants identified during 
the convenience sampling process, working across different industries or professions.  
Theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling is known as a formal grounded 
theory process step that follows snowball sampling. Theoretical sampling is the “process 
of data collection for generating theory” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2006, p. 63) and as a result 
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my research “consists of specific variations of specific conditions” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 
137). My theoretical sampling (also known as purposeful sampling), which was my final 
sampling step, included a process whereby I jointly collected and analyzed data and 
determined the data to collect next and participants to follow-up with to affirm my theory 
(Glaser &Strauss,1967). My theoretical sampling included contacting initial participants 
who clearly articulated and recalled experiences and were willing to reiterate their stories, 
which was required by this research. These participants were also willing to provide 
feedback on my theory and model. 
Theoretical sampling is conducted to seek relevant data to develop emerging 
theories. This is done until no new emerging theories arise as a result of repeated 
analysis. Categories then become saturated when the gathering of new data no longer 
sparks new theoretical insights or new properties of core theoretical categories. 
Theoretical sampling is a process I used to direct me where to go with the data surfaced 
from my research. Theoretical sampling occurred when I had some preliminary 
categories developed. It helped me to “check, qualify, and elaborate the boundaries of the 
categories and to specify the relations among categories” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 107). 
Theoretical sampling also helped me further focus my data collection and refine 
categories in my research.  
Initiating selection. Before doing any sampling, I had to define criteria for my 
participants. A main criterion to participate in this proposed study was the willingness of 
the individual to talk about the phenomenon being studied. To initiate the participant 
selection process I contacted organizational leaders in my network. For the purposes of 
this study, I focused on contacting leaders who work in for-profit or non-profit 
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organizations. I sought mid-level or director level and above organizational leaders who 
had the ability and desire to commit to participate in one- to two-hour interviews. 
However, it turned out that there were only director level and above leaders included in 
this research study. I also sought consultants and organization development professionals 
who interacted with organizational leaders who disclosed their fears to them and asked 
these contacts for possible participants. Regardless of who was involved in the research, 
it was also important for the participating leaders to have an interest in honestly sharing 
their experiences, as their experiences were imperative to this study. 
After I identified participants or individuals who I thought would be able to 
provide referrals for participants, I sent an email to my network which included my 
LinkedIn network account, as well as my colleagues who are members of the national 
and local chapter of the National African American Association of HR Professionals 
(NAAAHR) and the national and local chapter of the Organizational Development 
Network (ODN and MNODN). I also sent this same email requesting participation or 
participants to consultants and organization development professionals in my network in 
my personal contact list, which includes members of the Society of Human Resource 
Management (SHRM), and other organizations I am linked to as a board member or by 
membership. The email recruitment message – convenience sampling can be viewed in 
Appendix A.  
Each person was asked to participate (defined later as a form of convenience 
sampling) or refer names and contact information of leaders (defined later as a form of 
snowball sampling) they believe fit the research participant criteria and believed were 
willing to participate in this study.  
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After I received a participant’s name and contact information, I sent an email to 
the prospective participants requesting participation in my study. This email can be 
viewed in Appendix B and is referred to as an email recruitment message – snowball 
sampling.  
To complete my research, I connected with participants or contacted individuals 
who offered stories or experiences that could help me construct and confirm my theory 
(defined later as theoretical sampling). When there was a need for it, I used purposeful 
sampling.  This email can be viewed in Appendix C and is referred to as an email 
recruitment message – theoretical sampling. 
Ensuring effective interviewing. To begin the interview process, I used an 
interview guide (Appendix D) to facilitate the participant interviews. Prior to beginning 
the interviews, I asked participants to agree and sign a consent form (Appendix E). 
An effective interview is a guided conversation (Charmaz; 2006); Kvale, 1996; 
Patton, 2002). The interviews were guided by a standard set of a few questions. Probing 
questions followed in order to obtain deeper and richer data. I provided an explanation of 
the research to the participants before the interview. During the interviews my questions 
changed depending on the openness of the participant. I recorded the new questions along 
the way and determined the appropriate use of these questions during proceeding 
interview sessions. At the end of each interview, I invited participants to share anything 
they wanted to share but had not.  
At the start of the interview, I reviewed the agreed upon participation terms of the 
confidentiality agreement including the handling of tape recording from the interviews, 
which were used for transcription and data analysis.  
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During each interview, I strived to build “trust and rapport” with participants.  
Goulding (2002) emphasizes that trust and rapport are key for building strong 
relationships with your participants and obtaining information from them. Given the topic 
at hand, I built rapport with my interviewees by demonstrating good listening skills and 
techniques. Additionally, I conducted interviews in a place where the interviewees felt 
comfortable. I also informed all of the participants about the confidentiality of the 
research and how their identity would be protected by referring to each participant as a 
pseudonym in my research. I encouraged them to share stories related to or not related to 
the topic as a means to ease into the interview process.  
Interviews were conducted in person as much as possible. If the participant was in 
a different city, phone interviews were conducted. I conducted as many as 24 initial 
interviews to reach saturation of categories and until nothing new was learned.  
Saturation is a practice discussed by Charmaz (2006). Charmaz (2006) suggests 
secondary interviews to gain richer theory and full theoretical saturation.  
Data Collection 
The primary mode for collecting data included interview notes with a preliminary 
set of standard questions. Questions evolved throughout the interview process as 
necessary to probe and deepen the understanding of the stories shared by the participants 
and to gather “rich data to get beneath the surface of social and subjective life” (Charmaz, 
2006, p. 13).   
I personally recorded and transcribed the participant interviews. Memo writing 
followed and then initial and focused coding took place. If necessary, I periodically 
returned to the data for further analysis or, in some cases, returned to the field for 
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participant member checking for confirmation and clarification. Checking occurred 
during each interview to eliminate any confusion. I also used theoretical sensitivity—
taking care not to impose my preconceived ideas and theories directly upon the data 
(Charmaz, 2006). This research was challenging. However, I was excited throughout my 
study and the ambiguity I experienced during the data collection phase inspired me to 
continue my work. 
Other data collected. There were no other data collected outside of the 
interviews. Originally, at the onset of my research, I considered collecting journal entries 
or transcription of their personal stories, written action plans or development plans, etc. 
as relevant or supporting materials conveying their personal insight or development 
process for acknowledging their fears, and sharing stories or experiences about their 
fears. Charmaz (2006) offered a variety of questions to ask while viewing these data, 
such as: On what and whose fact does this information rest? What does this information 
mean to various participants? What does the information leave out? Who is the intended 
audience of the information? Who benefits from shaping and/or interpreting this 
information in a particular way? How, if at all does this information affect actions? (p. 
114). 
However, due to the depth of the content provided by each participant there was 
no need to obtain copies of journal entries or other transcription offered by participants. 
Transcripts. I practiced “the strongest evidentiary invasion into grounded theory 
by taping” all of my interviews (Glaser, 1998, p. 90). Additionally, I recorded and 
personally transcribed all of the interviews. I decided to personally transcribe all of the 
interviews to ensure my understanding and to increase my passion and curiosity 
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throughout the research process, which is a personal benefit of an interpretative grounded 
theory researcher. Likewise, Charmaz (2006) believed there were hidden benefits in 
transcribing entire interview and field notes have some hidden benefits. Often times 
researchers chose to have someone else type their participant interviews. For me, I knew 
that drafting the transcripts of each participant was a critical factor in increasing my 
ability to develop a theory and meaning from the data. While typing the transcripts was 
time consuming, I was continuously engaged throughout my research process and 
constantly acting as a participatory researcher. 
Data Analysis 
To analyze the data, I primarily relied upon Charmaz’ (2006) approach to data 
analysis. First, I reviewed and identified themes from the transcripts of the tape-recorded 
interviews. The process of identifying themes led to the recognition and emergence of 
significant statements. Then, I organized the statement into categories. For example, the 
themes described by the leaders became a category of focus, themes describing the 
connection leaders have with their fears was another category, and the way leaders 
experience responding to their fears was organized into yet another category; equaling 
three categories.  
Second, I inserted theoretical codes as a means of looking at the many variables 
as abstracts rather than in a substantive way. This allowed me to identify the possible 
relationships between categories developed and discover the phenomenon. Finally, 
during the course of the interviews, I referred to the reviewed literature to determine if 
there were other meanings or conclusions to support the phenomenon discovered in the 
study. 
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Data coding. Data coding is the pivotal link between collecting data, analyzing 
data, and developing an emergent theory to explain data. I coded my data initially line-
by-line. However, after coding a couple of transcripts I found line-by-line coding did not 
identify significant data. Thus, I modified the approach of line-by-line coding to 
bunching phrases and text that was directly relevant to the core questions I asked 
throughout the research. During the data analysis phase of this research, I used my 
modified coding process (which was more like focused selective coding) to identify the 
meanings or themes in the data and what happened. For instance, the participants shared 
stories and responded to questions from the interview guide and I discovered the meaning 
within their stories. From the data coding I shifted my analysis into two main phases of 
grounded theory coding: (a) initial coding, and (b) focused selective coding.  
Initial coding. According to Charmaz (2006), initial coding involves naming each 
word, line, and segment. In other words, I coded word-by-word, line-by-line, and 
incident-by-incident as well as using my own coding technique, which included 
identifying words or phrases within the stories told by the leaders or the transcribed 
transcripts. By doing initial coding, I was able to manage my immediate desire to define 
possible theories too soon. Instead, exploring spurred me to making decisive decisions 
about the data, creating conceptual categories, and moving through the data quickly. 
Charmaz (2006) recommended moving through the data spontaneously and with speed as 
this helps with initial coding. The thrilling part about moving through data quickly was 
that it sparked my thinking and unveiled a fresh view of the data (Charmaz, 2006), 
Focused selective coding. Focused selective coding is about separating, sorting, 
synthesizing, integrating, and organizing large amounts of data (Charmaz, 2006). 
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Focused coding provides opportunities for selective and directing coding, which can be 
more conceptual than the initial coding. During focused coding I began to make decisions 
about the categories of fears leaders experience, the types of relationships leaders 
describe they have with their fears, and their reactions to their fears. Focused coding also 
provided the opportunity for me to check for any preconceptions I may have about fears. 
To bracket my preconceptions, I wrote them down in order to separate them from the 
facts told by the participants. I had to remain focused and aware of these unexpected 
ideas emerging. I actually tried to imagine how I could think about the data if something 
unanticipated occurred. To prevent any preconceptions, I continually reviewed the data 
looking for opportunities for constant emergent comparison (Charmaz, 2006). Focused 
coding is not a linear process and it was a step within my process when I experienced a 
number of “Aha! Now I understand” moments, which prompted me to reexamine earlier 
data.  
Throughout the coding and during memo writing I intended to use gerunds. I 
thought adopting gerunds would help me foster theoretical sensitivity as these words tend 
to help researchers resist static topics and capture enacted processes (Charmaz, 2006).  
However, as my research review evolved I opted not to use gerunds. Instead, I identified 
thematic phrases made by the participants and made meaning of the phrases as a step for 
completing my research. The thematic phrases turned out to be more relevant than 
gerunds; there were fewer common gerunds used by the participants or within the 
interview data across participants. 
Memo writing. “Memo writing is essential to grounded theory; it’s the 
fundamental process of researcher/data engagement, it’s the methodological link, the 
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distillation process, through which the researcher transforms data into theory” (Bryant & 
Charmaz, 2007, p. 245). Memo writing can happen before, during, and after transcribing 
interviews and data coding. My memo writing occurred as soon as I had some ideas I 
wanted to pursue. Free-writing and memo writing provided me with the opportunity to 
freely (without force fitting my data into specific categories) think about the data I 
collected. I did memo writing during the entire research process as a way to record spur- 
of-the-moment thoughts or reactions about the data. Through memo writing, I was able to 
develop my perspective, knowledge, experience, a natural voice, confidence, and direct 
future areas to explore. I admit, before I started my research, I did some memo writing. 
By doing so, I was able to capture my preconceived thoughts and get on with the actual 
research process. This early memo writing allowed me to have an opinion but put the 
opinion on paper and then leave it for a later time as my research stirred me toward my 
initial thoughts.  
Theoretical sensitivity. Theoretical sensitivity is defined by Strauss and Corbin 
(1997) as the attribute to having insight. For instance, I have my own fears as well as I 
believe I have a decent relationship with my fears and most often predict how I will 
respond to my fears. To practice a principle of grounded theory, I used these insights 
about my own fears to help create meaning throughout the research process. Similarly, I 
have formed my own preconceptions about fears and I have also formed my own 
practices to deal with my fears or worked to understand the reasons for my fears. For 
instance, fears for me are like looking in the light and other times like looking into the 
dark. Either way, I know if I look at the light I have assumptions about the moment ahead 
and if I see darkness, I still have assumptions. Knowing more about my fears has given 
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me the power to move ahead into the moment. When instead if I am not aware of my 
fears, I tend to avoid stepping into the moment. While my experiences are relevant, I had 
to bracket my own experiences throughout my research. I took time throughout my 
research to memo write and capture my personal thoughts and opinions as a means to 
bracket my experiences and biases.  
Also, the coding process required by the ground theory methodology helped me 
“refrain from interpreting my own insights, preconceptions, motives, and biases” about 
fears, or “unresolved personal issues on my respondents and to the data that is collected” 
(Charmaz, 2006, p.5).   
Participant Protection and Data Storage 
The protection of participants throughout this research was maintained. I 
exercised respectful actions toward my subjects and preserved their human dignity 
regardless of my feelings about their perspectives or practices. I was transparent about the 
study purpose and process at the beginning of each interview. I made a concerted effort to 
treat the participants with dignity, respect, care, and empathy. I also strived to ensure that 
they felt good about the interview process by asking if it was okay to proceed throughout 
the interview. While my default approach was to maintain the confidentiality of the 
research participants by using individual and organization pseudonyms, I invited 
participants to own their stories and have their names shared if they prefer it, as suggested 
by Patton (2002). Otherwise, I kept all names separate from the stories.  
All interview recordings and interview notes, memos, and diagrams were 
password protected and used for my access only. The primary repository for this data was 
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my personal laptop. Data existing on tape or in print was kept in a locked cabinet file 
drawer in my home office. 
Delimitations 
The boundaries of this research were director level and above leaders in 
traditional organizations – corporations (for profit) or non-profit organizations.  
Assumptions 
I assumed that the participants in this study are leaders within traditional 
organizations. I also assumed that an agreement to participate in this study means the 
participants were willing to share their fears, the relationship they believe they have with 
their fears, and how they respond to their fears, in a truthful and honest manner. I 
believed CGT is the best methodology for surfacing theory in this context. I used my 
questions to probe and go below the surface as a means to go deeper when necessary. My 
resulting findings and analysis surfaced a theory that is grounded in the voices and 
experiences of participants. Consequently, I assumed my data applied to the problem 
under study. 
Summary 
Chapter three provided the explanation of how this research study was conducted 
and the methodology used to analyze the data and uncover the research findings. Chapter 
four is about the findings of this research study. It continues to share the details 
uncovered as a result of using the grounded theory methodology. In Chapter four, the 
fears of leaders and the strategies they used in the face of their fears are revealed. There 
are several illustrations used to share the data findings. Finally, a theory and reflecting 
model showing the relationship between knowing and not knowing fear emerged. 
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Chapter Four: Findings 
Summary of Findings 
When I began my research about the fears of leaders, the order of thoughts in my 
mind were: leaders who (a) know their fears, (b) recognize the relationship they have 
with their fears, (c) understand how they will respond to their fears. Instead, through my 
research I discovered through the 24 leaders that I interviewed who were of different 
genders, ethnicities ages, and worked in different roles or at different industries, leaders 
know some of their fears and they are able to respond positively to their fears by forming 
strategies in response to their fears. Knowing fear and responding positively to fears leads 
leaders to positive outcomes. Moreover, the more success leaders have even with some 
emotions of fear, the more likely they will be able to modify or refine future responses to 
their fears. This success as a result helps leaders develop a positive relationship with their 
fears. For example, Nelson who is a white male, 30 to 34 years of age and works as a 
senior manager and management consultant at a large consulting firm, a participant in the 
study who expressed his understanding of the connection between his fears, having a 
relationship with his fears, and the outcome of establishing the relationship.   
Having a good relationship with your fears comes before you are able to 
strengthen or modify your response to your fears. Relationship before response 
implies I have a strong relationship with my fears and therefore I am able to 
respond better particularly if I have had experience with the same fear before. 
(Nelson) 
In my research I uncovered leaders who sought to know their fears and attempted 
to actively respond to their fears by practicing positive strategies and habits to conquer 
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their fears, and by taking action toward the challenge causing the fear. By practicing 
positive strategies, leaders became confident while experiencing fear. The higher their 
levels of success, the more likely leaders were able to establish a positive relationship 
with their fears. When a positive relationship with their fears was established, leaders 
were likely to experience positive performance outcomes in their work and as a result 
improve their leadership abilities. The positive performance outcome reinforced leaders’ 
confidence and relationship between their fears and their personal connectedness to their 
fears. This connectedness then directed leaders to modify or refine their responses to 
other fears in order to achieve their goals. Essentially, the participants I interviewed 
referenced the importance of understanding how they responded to their fears as a means 
of establishing a positive relationship with their fears, improving their responses to their 
fears, and enhancing their leadership abilities or reactions to change. Annie who is a 
white female, 40 to 45 years of age and she is vice president of portfolio management 
working in healthcare, expressed the following about her response to fear. 
In response to fear, I work harder, volunteer for more, and take on scarier projects 
with scarier risk. This is the dangerous side of me. The [scared] side spends more 
time talking myself into chilling out and putting up boundaries. (Annie) 
After I completed the interviews, I talked to other leaders casually about my 
research and one leader said, “The question, what are the relationships leaders have with 
their fears?” implies one is in a relationship with their fears, which means one ought to 
know their fears to be a good leader.” (Kym). Kym is an African American and senior 
vice president for a large food industry. 
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The following is a review of the data collection, a progression of illustrations, and 
an explanation of the findings from my research. This research is based Charmaz’ (2006) 
grounded theory methodology and practices techniques. Accordingly, this is a written 
analog of the executed steps required for grounded theory methodology. 
Data Collection  
When conducting my research, I met and interviewed 24 leaders ranging from 
individual contributors, leaders leading others, a CEO, and a Board Chair. The 
resounding interest and response I received from the individuals identified to participate 
in my research delighted me. This interest and response level catapulted the data 
collection process and helped me initiate my research. Included in the data collection 
process were interviewing, sampling, coding, and memo writing steps.   
To contact the participants I sent email communications (Appendix A, B, and C). 
To conduct the interviews, I used an interview guide. The interview guide consisted of 
the three main questions used for each interview. Then, I made notes during the 
interviews to track any additional questions I asked the participants. I ended each 
interview by asking the question, “Is there anything else you want to share with me?”  
This question was very helpful for the data collection process and allowed participants to 
elaborate without boundaries set by any of the other questions I asked. For example, one 
participant described how fear is more prevalent in the American society and the opposite 
of fear is having confidence, not courage. This participant helped me to uncover 
confidence as a resource for relating to fear and improving outcomes. 
The fear of instability in just this economy is interesting; nothing is forever 
whether it is a corporate or a nonprofit job. Everything can be gone – especially 
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when you can only get health insurance if you have a job. So you know I think 
this is a fear that underlies the American society and we have this fear that so 
many other societies don’t have. I think definitely fear can be motivating but it 
can quickly turn unhealthy. You know like I try to balance confidence, which can 
be typically the opposite of fear. Some might say the opposite of fear is courage. 
For me it is confidence. Because I don’t know if I am courageous or not but I am 
not going to bravely head into the unknown even if I have enough courage and 
fighting it. I think it is more confidence and I am more confident if I have done 
my homework and I know what I am facing and I know how I am going to handle 
it. (Mike) 
Participant Profile 
Demographics. I interviewed 24 individuals who self identified as a director or 
above leader who gets work done through others, has a vision for their organization, and 
is responsible for ensuring the execution of the vision in their organization, and in a 
highly visible role and/or leads a team of direct reports. I also used Kotter’s (1990) 
definition of leadership as one who works at “establishing direction, aligning people and 
motivating and inspiring others” (p.104). Using Kotter’s definition of leadership, helped 
me find participants who fit the criteria of my research. Kotter’s (1990) definition of a 
leader was included in the email invitation I sent to potential participants (Appendix A). 
Also relevant for this research is the belief that “leadership consists of five fundamental 
practices that enables leaders to get extraordinary things accomplished: model the way, 
inspire a shared vision, challenge the process, enable others to act, and encourage the 
heart” (Kouzes & Posner, 2002, p.14).  
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The study participants included 13 females and 11 males. The age groups of the 
leaders included: one 30-34, two 35-39, five 40-44, four 45-49, nine 50-54, two 55-59, 
and one 60-64. The participants also represented and worked in a broad set of industries, 
which included for-profit and non-profit organizations of all types – healthcare, retail, 
medical device or similar, academic, agriculture, consulting, printing, and relocation or 
travel. The tenure in their current leadership positions ranged from one year to 10 years 
and one to 30 years total in a leadership role. Three of the individuals were in individual 
contributor leadership roles responsible for executing a vision or carrying out other 
previously defined leader responsibilities whereas the others had direct reports.  
Table 1 shares the participant interview number, pseudonym used in lieu of the 
participant’s name, ethnicity, age, position, time as a leader (time), time the leader has 
been in a current leadership role (time now), and the industry in which the leader works. I 
used character pseudonyms to protect their anonymity. Table 1 also references the leaders 
interviewed and how they were identified – convenience or snowball sampling process 
used during this research. 
Table 1 
Participant Demographics  
Interview  
no./type 
Pseudonym Ethnicity/ 
gender 
Age Position Time Time 
now 
 
Industry 
1. Convenience (C) Ben Black/Male 50-
54 
Assistant 
Dean 
30 5 Academia 
2. Snowball (S) Manuel Hispanic/ 
Male 
40-
44 
President 14 2 Printing 
3. Convenience Tina Black/ 
Female 
40-
44 
HR 
Director 
15 2 Agriculture 
4. Convenience Megan Black/ 
Female 
45-
49 
HR 
Transform-
mation 
15 8 Consulting 
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Leader 
5. Convenience Tara White/ 
Female 
35-
39 
Vice 
President 
Marketing 
9 5 Medical 
Device 
6. Convenience Jen White/ 
Female 
35-
39 
VP 
Strategic 
Solutions 
5 1 Medical 
Communica
tions 
7. Convenience Lisa White/ 
Female 
40-
44 
Managing 
Director 
10 2 Healthcare 
8. Snowball Patty White/ 
Female 
45-
49 
HR 
Director 
20 5 Healthcare 
9. Snowball John White/ 
Male 
50-
54 
Sales/ 
Marketing 
Executive 
26 2 Medical 
Device 
10. Convenience Carl White/ 
Male 
50-
54 
HR 
Director 
10 4 Travel 
11. Convenience Wen White/ 
Male 
55-
59 
Chairman 
of Board 
12 2 Agriculture 
12. Snowball Rose White/ 
Female 
50-
54 
Executive 
Director 
25 10 Academia 
13. Convenience Marvin White/ 
Male 
40-
44 
VP Product 
Dev. 
14 5 Medical 
Device 
14. Convenience Nick Black/ 
Male 
50-
54 
VP 
Marketing 
18 3 Medical 
Device 
15. Convenience Mary A. White/ 
Female 
55-
59 
Sr. 
Consultant 
Learning & 
Dev. 
10 1 Healthcare 
16. Snowball Kate White/ 
Female 
60-
64 
Assistant 
Dean 
30 7 Academia 
17. Snowball Nelson White/ 
Male 
30-
34 
Senior 
Manager, 
Mgmt. 
6 3 Consulting 
18. Convenience Annie White/ 
Female 
45-
49 
VP, 
Portfolio 
Mgmt. 
24 1 Healthcare 
19. Snowball Sue White/ 
Female 
45-
49 
Director, 
Operations 
30 6 Healthcare 
20. Snowball Ken Black/Male 50-
54 
VP Human 
Resources 
16 >1 Technology 
21. Convenience Kerry Black/Male 50-
54 
CEO/GM 25 2 Grocery 
22. Convenience Lyn Black/ 
Female 
50-
54 
VP Human 
Resources 
20 22 Grocery 
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23. Convenience Mike White/ 
Male 
50-
54 
Vice 
President 
30 10 Retail 
24. Convenience Mary B. White/ 
Female 
50-
54 
 
President 20 7 Relocation 
  
Recruitment. To recruit my participants, I contacted individuals within my 
network to generate my first set of interviews. For example, I used my LinkedIn 
connections and personal friends to identify individuals to participate in my research. The 
email I sent to each of the participants expressed my research interest to study leaders’ 
fears and leaders who were willing to share their fears. These were also individuals who 
fit the leadership criteria mentioned above, defined by Kotter (1990). They were 
individuals willing to share their responses to their fears and the relationship they have 
with their fears.  
Initially, I was concerned I would not be able to recruit people interested in 
sharing their fears. In fact, as the researcher, I feared I would have no participants. I had 
no sense of whether or not I would be able to identify interested participants. However, it 
turned out, as I randomly sent my initial email to potential participants, I received a 
resounding response and no one declined my initial interview request. 
Sampling. I used my networks to identify the first set of individuals who 
participated in this study. My network represents LinkedIn connections, personal 
relationships, and organization members. The first set of individuals who participated in 
my research served as the convenience sample participants. I sent these individuals my 
convenience sampling communication (Appendix A).  
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The second set of participants involved in my research were snowball participants 
and included in my research through referrals I received from others in my networks or 
participants from the convenience sampling process. I contacted the snowball participants 
by sending them a separate communication intended for snowball participants (Appendix 
B). Sixteen participants represent the convenience sample. These individuals responded 
to my convenience sample email invitation (Appendix A). The remaining eight 
participants were identified through snowball sampling. The snowball participants were 
first informed they would be asked to share their fears in the email I sent to them 
(Appendix B).  
At first, I thought the snowball sample of participants would be resistant to 
sharing their fears since they had not met me. However, these participants were just as 
forthcoming about their fears and in some cases even more willing to share their fears 
and related stories than the participants involved in my research through convenience 
sampling. Thus, I am compelled to believe that, for some individuals, sharing fears with a 
stranger is as easy as or at least no more threatening than sharing fears with someone you 
know. 
Lastly, as a final interview selection step and to affirm my theory and final model 
that reflects my theory, I selected seven participants (three of the convenience sample 
participants and four of the snowball participants) to complete my theoretical sampling 
and to assist in grounding my theory and creating an illustrative model (Charmaz, 2006). 
I intentionally selected the individuals who expressed the most interest in my research 
before, during, or after the interview. These were leaders who said multiple times they 
were excited about my work and they wanted to know the findings from the research. 
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Another criterion I used to select the leaders for the theoretical sampling was that I 
included only the individuals who seemed to be the most open to sharing their 
perspective, experience, and knowledge, demonstrated by the ease of their storytelling 
and level of self-awareness (meaning they were able to share and recall their fears 
quickly or descriptively). My decision to select the individuals who participated in the 
theoretical sampling was also based on whether I perceived that the individual was a 
thought leader, which I defined as individuals in their profession for more than 10 years 
or individuals holding a PhD or another academic credential (i.e., MBA). These thought 
leaders said things like “this interview has been cathartic” (John) and “relationship with 
fears, hmmm… this an interesting question.” (Ben) John is a white male, 50-54 years of 
age and is a sales and marketing executive. Ben is African American, 50-54 years of age 
and is an Assistant Dean at a university. One participant, in fact, gave me some artifacts 
she created when she and her team experienced fears as a result of an organization 
redesign (Kate). Kate is a white female, 60-64 years of age and an assistant dean at a 
university. 
Table 2 represents the participants involved in the theoretical sampling. Identified 
in Table 2 is the interview number for the participant, original interview type, ethnicity, 
gender, leadership position, and industry. I sent these individuals a follow-up email 
(Appendix C-1) requesting their feedback and perspective about my emerging theory and 
model. Since they participated in the original set of interviews, I modified my original 
theoretical sample invitation to make it more applicable. The theoretical sampling I 
completed was a process step to affirm my research theory and model development 
direction.  
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Table 2 
Theoretical Sampling Participants 
Interview no./type Ethnicity/gender Leadership position Industry 
1 (C) Black/Male Assistant Dean Academia 
9 (C) White/Female HR Director Healthcare 
13 (C) White/Female Executive Director Academia 
14 (S) Black/Male Vice President Medical Device 
17 (S) White/Female Assistant Dean Academia 
24 (S) White/Male Vice President Retail 
23 (S) White/Female President Relocation 
 
Three out of the seven participants from the theoretical sampling responded to my 
email communication. These three participants understood the theory and final reflecting 
model. The participants affirmed the theory and model as well as encouraged the 
direction of my research. These participants asked me questions mostly about whether I 
had data to support the theory. Consequently, I did some memo writing to record their 
questions, comments, and my thoughts as a means of helping me solidify my theory and 
the reflecting model. From these interviews, I made modifications to my theory and 
supporting model. 
Interviews. I conducted face-to-face and phone interviews and decided to be 
flexible for participants in my interview process by allowing them to decide if they 
wanted a face-to-face or phone interviews. In some instances, participants who lived in 
other states or had challenges with scheduling face-to-face interviews required phone 
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interviewing. I conducted five face-to-face interviews and 18 phone interviews. Thirteen 
out of the 18 participants lived in other states. The remaining five interviews were 
conducted over the phone due to scheduling conflicts. The average interview time was 47 
minutes. The longest interview was 54 minutes.  
The interviews were semi-structured to allow me to gain sufficient data and 
extract details from the interviews; I transcribed and recorded the interviews. In addition 
to asking the main research questions in the interview guide (Appendix D), I refined my 
questions as needed to fulfill an important principle of the grounded theory methodology 
(Charmaz, 2006). I also asked the different participants different probing questions. 
These probing questions seemed to be more useful for individuals who were less of a 
storyteller.  
For each interview I asked three main questions: (a) Tell me about a time as a 
leader you experienced fears (including dreads, doubts, anxieties, etc.) and what were the 
fears in these situations? (b) What were the actions or reactions you had toward your 
fears? (c) How would you describe the relationship you have with your fears? These 
questions and the probing questions I used (which were generally the same) are reflected 
in the interview guide (Appendix D). From time to time, I also asked clarifying or 
probing questions to accurately pinpoint the participant’s responses. Before starting any 
of the interviews, I reiterated the purpose of the research to set context for the participants 
as they responded to the interview questions.  
After each interview, I asked myself, “What did I learn in this interview and what 
else about the topic of leaders’ fears am I interested in given the responses provided by 
the most recent participant?” This exercise was a method of me memo writing and asking 
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myself what understanding I was aiming for and what kind of knowledge could I possibly 
gain. Charmaz (2006) suggested both of these questions as intentionally reflexive steps 
during grounded theory research. This exercise allowed me to form more meaningful 
questions for research. For example, one of the questions I asked was, “What are the 
responses you have to your fears?” instead of “What were the actions or reactions you 
had toward your fears?”  
To begin the interviews, (and deepen and increase participants’ responses), I 
asked the participants to share examples and stories to describe their fears. Asking this 
question appeared to cause participants to use different words to describe their fears—
afraid, scared, anxiety, concerns, stress, nervous, etc. Figure 1 is a mind map I drew 
highlighting the descriptive words used by participants to describe their fears. The mind 
map is the beginning of how I thought about the separation of fears. When I did this mind 
map, I saw patterns between the positive (highlighted in blue) and negative (highlighted 
in red) words participants used to describe their fears. 
 
Figure 1. Mind Map of leaders fears – What leaders said about their fears. 
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A critical point worth discussing is that there were a few participants who 
communicated hints of excitement and interest in my research. Thus, I began asking 
participants what prompted their interest in my research and most commonly participants 
shared either: (a) it is not often one hears leader and fear in the same sentence, or (b) by 
participating in this interview they were able to share their fears and thoughts with 
someone, which is something they were unable to do because leaders are not supposed to 
have or share their fears. In turn, my study became an individual development 
intervention. In fact, one of the participants described the process as cathartic.  
The request and interview process of this research was cathartic. I wrote some 
things down…I had gone from thing to thing and I think fear is part of your 
career. I don’t think I go back and reflect on what I did and where the fear came 
from and this opportunity gave me the chance to really think kind of hard on some 
of the things. And ah, you know who makes the time. So I was just glad to be 
asked and glad to be able to think about it. So, it has allowed me the time to put 
some of the things down to remind me of, you know, the importance of my family 
and faith and taking care of myself and that will help too as I go into my next role. 
You know I can go in thinking about it rather than thinking about it in a year a 
two. It has helped me when I am interviewing with people or it will help me if I 
go into to a fear-induced environment. (John) 
Asking questions and listening to these leaders created a change itself. John’s 
comments reveal an example of his ability to learn and grow from his fears. By asking 
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questions and listening to these leaders, I helped them express their fears and expand 
their understanding of their fears.  
Equally, listening led to a greater understanding for me as the researcher. I 
learned more about my participants, my research process, and expanded my research by 
adding more questions to ask the participants. It is as though after I finished each 
participant interview, that interview pushed me to a deeper and critical level of 
understanding fears. Therefore, I became smarter in asking more significant probing 
questions to uncover the leaders’ feelings about their fears. I also learned that being non-
biased is impossible. When leaders shared their fears, I found myself relating and making 
assumptions that their fears existed for the same reason as mine. Their fears did match 
most of mine. Yet, more importantly, this study led to a way of uncovering a common 
and universal set of fears across these leaders. 
Some of the questions in the interview guide proved to be a challenge for 
participants. For example, most of the participants struggled with the question, “What 
impact do you believe these feelings or emotions had on you or your organization?” 
Participants often started their answer with describing their team’s responses to fears and 
then very quickly described their responses to their own fears. I concluded that this 
question was probably too abstract and the question required participants to interpret their 
team or organization’s emotions or reference their own emotions to detect others’ 
emotions. For example, one of the participants described the feelings she had first and 
then described how she believed her team acted as a result of her fears. I think this 
participant’s response is a demonstration of how the participant can describe her personal 
fear and only observe others’ fears. However, the participants do not know about other’s 
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fears unless such emotions are expressed. Participant Mary B. who is a white female, age 
50-54, president at a home relocation company, expressed the following about her team’s 
reaction to fears. 
I have a little bit of a situation that comes to mind that occurred about a year ago. 
It was with a client and there had been some kind of a screw up on calculations. 
And, my fear was really just the unknown. I didn’t know what had happened. It 
took me two days to try and understand and the residual effects were that 
everybody in the organization felt that it permeated throughout everyone because 
my stress level was much higher. I was definitely acting differently and there 
were more conference calls that occurred in two days than normally occurred in a 
month. (Mary B.) 
The question that seemed to intrigue participants the most was the question, “How 
would you describe the relationship you have with your fears?” More often than not, I 
received an immediate “Hmmm – this an interesting question” or a long pause before the 
participant seem to respond with an introspective answer. Thus, as the researcher, I was 
inspired by their receptiveness and believe this question was very meaningful for 
participants. Overall, the participants’ responses were very self-reflective during the 
interviews. However, this particular question often caused participants to self-analyze 
their thoughts even more before responding.  
Memos. In addition to conducting and transcribing interviews, I created memos 
of my thoughts and ideas throughout the data collection and analysis phases of the 
research. This aided in building the richness of my work and improved the substance of 
the research. Memos serve as “written records of analysis” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, 
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p.289). Glaser and Strauss (1967) believed memos are integral to developing grounded 
theory as memos keep the research active in the analysis by allowing the researcher to 
review conflicting ideas and thoughts. Charmaz (2006) referred to memo writing as a 
way to lift ideas to a new level of abstraction and conceptualization. Memo writing can 
be “the fundamental link between data and emergent theory” (Lembert, 2007, p. 249). 
Additionally, memos are a documented set of records or notes of what the researcher 
thinks about, considers, contemplates, analyzes, and translates during the research 
process. Memos can also be useful in forming context for sharing “ideas and insight and 
enhancing the research findings” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 72). 
 My memos helped me clarify my thoughts and ideas. They helped me identify 
deeper thoughts and find multiple levels or perspectives in the development of my theory 
and model. I also found memo writing to be very therapeutic and comforting for me. By 
writing out my thoughts and questions I was able to develop a more complex theory as 
well as consider multiple topics to review, include in, and use to conclude my research 
findings.  
Data Analysis: Theme and Preliminary Model Development 
During the data analysis phase of my research, I coded the data to identify the 
meanings and themes. Simultaneously, I reviewed the data to discover the understanding 
of the responses and stories shared by the participants as they described their fears. To 
initiate the data analysis process I refocused on the core research questions: (a) What are 
the fears of leaders? (b) How do leaders respond to their fears? and (c) What are the 
relationships leaders have with their fears? After reviewing their responses to these 
questions or other questions, I began coding the data using three main phases of grounded 
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theory coding: (a) initial coding, (b) focused selective coding, and (c) axial coding. From 
these coding steps, named later as rounds, a theory and model emerged and this evolution 
or phase set the theory and model resulting from my research. 
Coding round one: Initial coding. The first round of coding known as initial 
coding, consisted of a review of each transcript after each interview and initially coding 
line-by-line concepts. Consistent with grounded theory methodology (Charmaz, 2006), I 
began to transcribe, code, and write memos after the first two or three interviews.  
At first, initial coding prompted me to see areas, which lacked and needed data 
(Charmaz, 2006). For example, after interviewing, coding, and writing notes on two 
interview transcripts, I realized the participants were using more stories to share their 
fears, fear responses, and relationship with their fears. While these stories were extremely 
helpful, in order to identify and better scope my findings I began to shift my coding 
technique to highlighting more direct responses from participants, which aligned with the 
questions I asked. It appeared to me that the line-by-line coding process was slightly 
restricting. The data I captured during the line-by-by coding was too fragmented and the 
participants’ responses seemed to get in the way. I also did not feel I was capturing the 
essence of the participants’ responses. Thus, I modified the line-by-line coding process to 
look for direct and descriptive words near and around the participants’ comments about 
their fears, responses to their fears, and the relationship they believed they had with their 
fears.  
Also during round one, I rephrased my questions throughout the interviews as a 
trademark practice of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2007). For instance, rather than asking 
future participants what their fears were in different situations, I asked them to share their 
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fears regardless of the situation. This modification seemed to push the participants to 
think more directly about their fears. If the leaders did not articulate their fears without 
telling a story, I returned to asking them to describe the circumstances or tell the story 
and then I asked them to share the fears they experienced. 
To summarize, the advantage of initial coding is that it helped me identify the 
gaps and holes in the data, which in turn caused me to ask more focused questions as I 
continued the interviews and initial coding process. The first nine interviews I conducted 
served as the basis of my initial coding and subsequent interviews became more focused.  
During round one of my coding, I used a two-column table to jot down direct 
responses to the questions provided by the participants. I jotted down responses that were 
most relevant to the question asked in the left-hand column of the table and kept the raw 
data from each interview in the right-hand column of the table. During this round of 
coding, I also extracted the most relevant and direct data from the stories told by the 
participants. An illustration of this step in the data analysis process is referenced in Table 
1. Occasionally the relevant data was more than a line of text. If this occurred, I 
highlighted text to ensure I considered this information as important data to carry forward 
in other analysis work.  
My coding process helped me to piece out and document participants’ fears, their 
responses to fears, and the relationship they had with their fears. I reviewed the 
transcripts from each participant’s interview at least three times and identified different 
meaningful and related data points each time. The continuous review of my data or each 
transcript were acts of paying attention to the relevant data and identifying the essential 
information or “cream within the data” (Glaser, 1998, p. 118).  
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Additionally, data identified during my coding process prompted me to closely 
study my data and conceptualize my ideas (Charmaz, 2006). An example of the modified 
coding work I completed during this round after my first two interviews is captured in 
Table 3. The yellow highlight within the first column of Table 3 shows the question topic 
and the yellow highlight in the second column illustrates relevant text used to code 
relevant responses provided by the participant. 
Table 3  
 
Initial Coding Sample   
Codes – modified 
coding process 
Interviewee’s answers (raw data with question) 
Fear 
The biggest fear that 
we have is failure 
Biggest fear is I have 
never done global HR 
transformation 
(bracket thought – 
new experience) and 
what if I don’t have 
enough knowledge 
and understanding 
You have fears 
around the things that 
will go wrong and 
that you won’t have 
your hand on them 
Fear you are going to 
disappoint a client 
Fear you are going to 
disappoint your 
Q:  Tell me about a time as a leader you experienced fears 
(including, dreads, doubts, anxieties, etc.) 
A: I think the biggest fear that we all have is failure. I don’t 
have enough experience or knowledge. I won’t be able to solve 
the problems. They’re all pretty standard. I will use the project 
that I am working on today at [Company X]. I am working 
with [Company Y]. We are doing a global HR transformation. 
We want to put in a new organizational model; what are the 
positions, who reports to who, how many people do you have, 
new process design, how every process in HR will work, 
recruiting, new comp and adm and benefit processes. Standard 
processes in place. New technologies, so we are putting in self-
service. Over a three year period. So what is my biggest fear – 
I have never done a global HR transformation and what if I 
don’t have enough knowledge and understanding. Not so much 
of the content. So I have never done compensation and 
benefits in Europe or in Asia. What if I don’t have enough 
experience to understand how to manage a project that is 
complex. Because many of the people who are reporting to me, 
I don’t know what they are doing, I don’t understand how to 
technically build a portal. Or make sure that is ready. So all of 
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leaders who have 
gone to the client and 
said this person has 
experience, she know 
what she is doing  
Fear of failure is 
always the big one 
 
Response  
 I work extra hard so I 
am a workaholic  
 
I am going to read 
and study everything 
 
I am going to meet 
with as many people 
as I can 
 
I am going to 
micromanage the 
thing to death and 
work doggedly until I 
understand it 
 
Confidence I have 
gained over time. 
 
 
Relationship 
We are friends. Fears 
are motivators. They 
your fears are around the things that will go wrong and that 
you won’t have your hands on them. And, then when they go 
wrong you’re going to be at fault and maybe you should have 
done. So that is very broad. But in general you are just 
terrified. And so then you have to start…you know how do 
you rely and count on others. How do you build trust in the 
people…how do you recognize that you have to find a trusted 
individual with the deep expertise you don’t have so you can 
trust them to tell you when things are going wrong. That is the 
learning and then you know there is fear you are going to 
disappoint the client. You just don’t want to disappoint 
anybody. You’re going to disappoint your leaders who have 
gone to the client and said this person has experience, she 
knows what she is doing and you like her. And, then they like 
you, but then later they don’t get what they want. Fear of 
failure is always the big one. 
 
Q:  What are the reactions you have had to fear of failure? 
A:  What is interesting is the fear of failure, many times leads 
to why you don’t fail. Because when I get afraid, then I work 
extra hard so I am a workaholic that is how it plays out. I am 
going to go read and study everything. I’m going to meet with 
as many people as I can. I’m going to micromanage something 
to death because your fear is it not going to work and I will 
work it very doggedly until I understand it and then I figure 
out how I am going to manage that failure. So for the most part 
I don’t have these big failures that you have the fear of. So it 
will manifest itself in at first a sense of dread, maybe insomnia 
if I let it get really bad because it is on your mind that oh my 
gosh I don’t know what I am going to do about it. But is also 
leads to what makes you successful, which is okay, I have to 
conquer this fear. And, I’ve got to understand this so if I got a 
person who doesn’t …and it pushes you to go out and ask for 
help. And so what I find is first off with my rational mind 
knows that the fears are silly. You know so there is a very 
rational side of me that says what is the worst that could 
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help you understand 
where you have gaps, 
knowledge and trust 
so they’re normal.  
 
It helps you 
appreciate being 
happy and I feel that 
way about my fears. 
 
All my fears, doubts 
and anxiety are the 
things that make me 
happy. I feel that way 
about my fears. 
 
happen, right. They are not going to fire you. And if it is so 
hard…and then my other rational mind also always tells me if 
I am an intelligent smart person and I can find an answer. And 
if I cannot figure it out there is something wrong. So I…and 
this is a confidence I have gained over the years…if you are 
smart you can figure it out. If you cannot figure something out, 
the person telling it to you, explaining it to you or what you are 
reading – they don’t know what they are talking about. 
Because a normal intelligent person should be able to figure it 
out. 
Q:  How would you describe the relationship you have with 
your fears? 
 
A:  We are friends. Laugh!!  Fears are motivators. They help 
you understand where you have gaps, knowledge and trust and 
so they’re normal. We all want to be happy all of the time. But 
you cannot, you are going to be sad. It helps you appreciate 
being happy and I feel that way about my fears. All my fears, 
doubts, and anxiety are the things that have helped me grow 
and to become stronger and better and I just don’t want to be 
ruled by fear. I am enough of a control freak. No I just won’t 
and so for example one of my goals is to parachute out of an 
airplane. I am terrified of heights. Terrified of heights and I 
don’t go to valley fair. I don’t want to ride the rides. But when 
my kids were young I got on them. I hated them. I do not enjoy 
a rollercoaster ride. But I will ride it because my logical mind 
knows you are going to leave. People get on this ride all day 
long and get right off. But I don’t enjoy it, but I can make 
myself do it. So I am a control freak. I don’t like…I don’t want 
to live a life that is restricted because of fear. So then when I 
think that a fear is of the wrong thing too much then I feel like 
you have to just go tackle it. It is just you have to. And, that 
confidence comes from having done it. It is a muscle that you 
build. So when you were young and conquered a fear so then 
you know you conquer a fear and it builds on itself. So I think 
it is more interesting for people who have not ever experienced 
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the confidence you gained, the thrill you have, of overcoming 
the fear. I think if you never learned to overcome them then it 
just gets harder. And it would be interesting to see if there are 
people who have not learned to overcome them. 
 
While there are different ways to code line-by-line, word-by-word, or incident-by-
incident, I found my modified coding process and incident-to-incident process to be the 
most helpful for sifting through the data; the process also helped me conduct more 
meaningful interviews along the way. After each interview, I coded and prepared for the 
next interview by considering new questions to ask. I always carried forward in each 
interview the three core questions, coupled with questions I decided to ask as a result of 
my learning from the previous interview, thus leveraging my coding process learnings. I 
found my owning coding process to be engaging and it helped me to refocus later 
interviews, which is one of the goals in the process (Charmaz, 2006).  
“Grounded theorists often conduct a close cousin of line-by-line coding through a 
comparative study of incidents” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 53). Researchers compare incident 
with incident and as ideas formulate, incidents are compared to the conceptualized 
incidents coded earlier. Charmaz (2006) believes this allows researchers to identify 
properties of their emerging concepts. Sorting through the phrases shared by participants 
and comparing them to other participants was a process of comparing different incidents 
shared by the participants. Examples of these phrases are shown in Table 10. 
During round one, I also jotted down notes in a journal shown in Figure 2. The 
memo writing done during round one helped me record thoughts and ideas I had about 
the data following each interview. During this round of coding, I saw themes emerge as I 
read each transcript and completed the coding. Throughout round one, I began to move 
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the emerging themes into a separate document and save this information for round two 
focused coding. 
 
  
Figure 2. Researcher’s journal  
 
Coding round two: Focused selective coding. This round included focused or 
focused selective coding. At this stage, I quickly reviewed the data and documented my 
assumptions and reactions to the data. I think it is fair to say this round of data review 
was a hybrid review, which included a continuation of initial coding and focused coding. 
Focused coding “checks your preconceptions about the topic” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 59). 
through more focused and intellectual analysis of the data. Likewise, I completed this 
round of data review to check and bracket any preconceptions. To bracket my 
preconceptions, I wrote them down in order to separate them from the facts told by the 
participants. This is illustrated in Figure 3.  
During this round I also did additional memo writing to record ideas that 
emerged. I handwrote notes on a printed hard copy of the transcripts, which included 
codes from the two-column table used during round one and I pencil-coded my 
assumptions on the transcripts. The focused coding step helped me separate the codes 
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Wants to put his best foot forward or having mediocre results 
from round one. Plus, focused coding helped me gather data points to synthesize large 
amounts of data.  
Figure 3 is an example of the bracket coding. It shows the codes discovered 
through my modified coding process and related raw data from participant one as well as 
my handwritten notes previously written and now typed in blue text below (for this figure 
illustration). For each participant, I completed this bracket-coding step and wrote 
handwritten notes. 
Participant 1 
Fear 
Fear of not being a good steward 
You want to make good quality decisions 
Worry about hurting other people feelings 
You cannot make people always feel good about your interactions with them 
But there is no value in making someone feel badly 
Giving people corrective or director feedback can be a challenge or I am afraid of 
demotivating or causing disengagement for people when I have to do this 
Fear of putting in the ultimate effort and having mediocre outcome  
Fearful of not putting my 
best food forward  
Fear that I was competent to fulfill   responsibilities 
of the job that was assigned to me 
Quality of my contribution reflects my best 
outcome and that is what I am playing  
Having fear or concern about making sure a 
conversation went well – I asked others for 
their opinion 
Fear of giving someone feedback that would make them feel bad 
Fear of being the inappropriate boss 
Fear of a bad outcome 
Figure 3. Brackets, assumptions, and focused coding 
Wants to be good  
Doesn’t want to hurt others  
Wants to be a good boss, wants 
others to accept feedback  
Wants good outcome  
More fears result from bad 
outcomes 
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To complete the focused coding step, I also reviewed, highlighted, and identified 
the data related to the research topic. This coding step helped me expose deeper emerging 
pieces of substantive theories. “Most grounded theories are substantive theories” 
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 151). Another example of the focused coding is shown in Table 4. 
This stage of the research transitioned into axial coding. 
The focused coding was a major phase in my coding as my codes became more 
directive, selective, and conceptual than the coding used in previous rounds of coding. 
Table 4  
Focused Coding Example 
Question Answer 
What are your fears (doubts, worries, 
anxieties, etc.)? 
 
Fear of new leadership position 
 
Fear of new relationships 
 
 
 
 
Fear of difficulties in relationships 
A: I always experienced anxiety, I use the 
word anxiety versus fears, starting a new 
leadership position. If it is moving from 
one group to another group, or moving 
from one company to another company I 
always experience that anxiety.  
And, “why” is probably like leading into 
the next question. Relationships, 
who…will they like me, will I connect with 
them, will our personalities clash? Because 
I think those things are the things that 
really propel a person or hinder them. 
Beliefs, communication styles, how you 
think, how you solve problems, if you 
connect with whoever that leader is in the 
organization. I think you have a shot at 
being really successful. But if you don’t 
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that is where you can have trouble. Or 
difficulties and that is usually the piece 
where I am anxious about because you can 
interview for a role, love the person that is 
interviewing you and we all know they are 
going to leave and they are going to go 
someplace and you are going to get a new 
boss. And that will probably happen five or 
six times.  
 
During the focused coding process, I categorized the data in many different ways 
to identify meaningful patterns and emerging ideas and themes. I used the emerging 
themes from round one and continued for several days adding structure to the themes by 
documenting question-by-question the responses participants provided to better identify 
the themes from all of the interviews. A table I created about patterns and categories is 
shown in Table 5. The contents of Table 5 emerged as I analyzed the responses provided 
by the participants to each of the core questions. From their responses I recognized 
themes and began to categorize the themes by the core questions—knowledge, response, 
and relationship. Following this analysis I interpreted the participant’s responses as a 
demonstration of how they dealt with fear. A pattern also emerged showing how the 
participants position fear, progress through fear, and practice certain behaviors or actions 
while dealing with fear. 
Table 5  
Dealing With Fear 
 Knowledge Response Relationship 
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Position  
Progression 
Practice  
Aware/Accept 
Awareness 
Acknowledge 
React/Counter 
Understand 
Strategies 
Connect/Confidence 
Relate 
Motivational 
 
Round two also served to help me see and understand the themes identified during 
round one of the data analyses. During round two, I particularly honed in on and 
identified similar or commonly used themes in response to the core questions—leaders’ 
fears, leaders’ responses to their fears, and leaders’ relationship with their fears.  
Leaders’ fears. Table 6 shows the twenty themes that emerged from the data 
review. 
Table 6  
Leaders’ Fears 
1. Internal or external and self-imposing environmental fear 
2. Fear of failure  
3. Fear of not being successful  
4. Fear of a bad outcome  
5. Fear of something going wrong  
6. Fear of losing a job, which translates into losing everything  
7. Fear of rejection  
8. Fear of not being good enough and being found out  
9. Fear of unknown, not having enough knowledge, lack of experience or new 
experiences  
10. Fear of pushing yourself or having high expectations (or working against unrealistic 
expectations)  
11. Fear of knowing others are talking about you or others on your team when you or 
they are not in the room  
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12. Fear of losing organizational support  
13. Fear of pressure to make the number, losing business, or being a success, or saving 
the business 
14. Fear of a new role/industry  
15. Fear of losing status  
16. Fear of instability  
17. Fear of presenting  
18. Fear of not being accepted  
19. Fear of perception  
20. Fear on different levels—work, environment, people, and physical location 
(Participants often expressed having fears on multiple levels or layers of these types 
of fears).  
 
When I reviewed the fears shared by the leaders, I saw patterns of the fears. The 
more I examined the list of leaders’ fears the more I realized there were categories of 
fears the leaders experience. Some of the fears were result- or outcome-based, meaning 
the participant was concerned about not being successful or obtaining their goal. Other 
fears were based on loss of credibility and even feelings of uncertainty or loss of 
integrity. Loss of credibility meaning loss of organizational support, being accepted by 
others, or feeling inspired during or after a presentation. Participants expressed 
uncertainty, fear of the unknown and fear based on integrity as being concerned they will 
be found out or whether it was possible to realize their personal expectations. Table 7 
identifies the fears I placed in various categories to further demonstrate the patterns or 
categories of fears—result, credibility, uncertainty, or integrity-based fears. Each level is 
based on some form of outcome or end result and, in short, may be summed up as 
demonstrating a fear of failure. In other words, the leaders felt if they do not achieve their 
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results, they lose their credibility, become uncertain or lose their integrity, and they have 
failed. In other words, they felt if they did not act on their fears, they would feel 
inadequate and their work would fall short or flop.  
Table 7  
Levels of Fear 
Integrity Based Credibility Based Uncertainty Based Result Based 
Fear of not being 
good enough 
Fear of being 
found out 
Fear of pushing 
self or having high 
expectations 
Fear of losing 
organizational 
support 
Fear of losing 
status 
Fear of not being 
accepted 
Fear of perception 
Fear of presenting 
 
Fear of unknown 
Fear of not having 
enough 
information/  
knowledge 
Fear of lack of 
experience/ new 
experience 
Fear of new 
role/industry 
Fear of failure 
Fear of not being 
successful 
Fear of bad 
outcomes 
Fear of 
something going 
wrong 
 
 
There were two remaining fears described by participants I did not categorize: 
fears on (a) different levels, or (b) internal or self-imposing fears. These fears seemed 
general or broad and actually helped me further understand all leaders have internal, 
external, or self-imposing fears. Additionally, the fears leaders have appear to be on 
different levels. Also, I appreciated these two types of fears because, as I examined the 
fears shared by leaders, I realized these two categories were helpful for describing how 
leaders can have fears that are self-imagined or self-imposing. The fears mentioned in 
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Table 6 are in fact, self-imposing. Additionally, the description about the different levels 
of fears led me to categories in Table 7—integrity, credibility, uncertainty, and results. 
To demonstrate the levels of fears, I drew a diagram (Figure 4) as a means to identify the 
levels. The levels included in Figure 4 are the same categories shown in Table 7—
integrity, credibility, uncertainty, and results. To build Figure 4, I considered Edgar 
Schein’s (1992) iceberg culture model. Schein believes truth is one of the values at the 
core of culture. Thus, I placed integrity on the first level of Figure 4. The next two levels 
include credibility and uncertainty, respectively. These two levels appeared to be 
espoused values for the participants and like the next level of Schein’s (1992) iceberg 
culture model. Lastly, level four of the Figure 4, which is results oriented, is a visual 
behavior or activity seen by others and often harder for participants to decipher on their 
own. In Schein’s (1992) iceberg culture model this is level three, which includes artifacts, 
and is defined as being at the surface and easily discerned, yet hard to understand. 
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Figure 4. Levels of fears—Integrity, credibility, uncertainty, and results  
 
Leaders’ responses to their fears. When I moved to coding participants’ 
responses to questions related to how they responded to their fears, the themes (or in 
some cases opposite themes) that emerged included: (a) aversion/diversion (including 
denial/disbelief), (b) determination/challenging self, (c) nervousness, (d) 
motivation/demotivation, (e) physical manifestations (including stress), (f) resistance and 
procrastination, (g) focus/lack of focus (including self-talk), (h) freeze and discomfort, 
and (i) strategies. When I was coding participants’ responses to questions related to how 
they responded to their fears, I noticed a positive and negative pattern of progression; the 
strategies reflected in Tables 8 and 9 are groupings of the strategies shared by the 
participants that reflect these patterns. Additionally, I created a visual depicting a pattern 
that emerged in terms of strategies employed by participants. This pattern revealed a 
progression of strategies shared by the leaders and is illustrated in Figure 5. The positive 
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pattern of progression for the fears’ strategies exercised by participants include: (a) 
motivating self, (b) interacting and engaging (typically referred to as coping), (c) sharing 
with others, (d) dreaming, and, (e) planning and executing. Illustrated in Table 8 are these 
groupings; in some cases there were sub-groupings. This information emerged from the 
raw data obtained during round two. Once I identified the fear strategies shared by the 
participants, I reordered and refined the strategies to show the progression in the 
strategies shared by the participants.   
Table 8  
Fear Response Strategies (Positive) 
Fear Response Strategies (Positive) 
Motivating self 
Self-talk (talk myself to a calmer place) 
Unpacking fear 
Engaging/Interacting (Coping) 
Breathing 
Meditation 
Self-reassurance 
Verbalize the fear   
Journaling 
Writing things down or making notes  
Reflecting and comparing 
Considering what works best for yourself and preparing accordingly; tying 
satisfaction to the quality of effort 
Look at what are your guiding principles 
Take a self-inventory 
Ground yourself (get focused) even though it is scary  
Studying and reading 
Working more 
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Sharing with others 
Talking to others 
Trouble shooting w/peers/team 
Surrounding self w/others that can help 
People who have a framework and space that allows them to be their best 
Create strong alliances with others  
Ask questions/be inquisitive 
Address the fears by asking your boss to consider other alternatives/solutions for 
addressing the problem 
Dreaming 
Visualizing positive outcomes 
Start assuming positive outcomes: “looking on the bright side” 
Planning and Executing 
Creating a plan and preparing more 
Searching for more information (research) 
Moving to solutions 
Tailor your behavior to the person’s expectations 
Positive outcome, productivity, and action 
Lessons learned 
Confidence in self and connection with fear  
Modified behavior or response to fear 
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Figure 5. Positive fear strategies 
Progression of positive fear strategies. These strategies include participants 
motivating themselves, then confronting their fears, then exercising tactics often referred 
to as coping. The cognitive appraisal theory (Lazarus, 1991) outlines coping strategies 
that individuals engage in when confronted with various emotional states. In situations 
where individuals felt threatened (fearful), they often used coping strategies of escape 
and avoidance, which included aspects of denial, unhealthy behaviors such as drinking, 
or being actively defensive with others (Folkman, et al., 1986). A significant finding was 
that none of the participants described such coping behaviors. Instead, this study revealed 
participants more often responded positively to fear. At the same time, participants talked 
more about their constant need to become acquainted with their fears to prevent negative 
outcomes. The more the participants became acquainted with their fear, the more 
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confident they became. One participant described this method or strategy as homework 
by saying: The more confident I feel if I have done my homework and I know what I am 
facing and I know how I am going to handle it. (Mike) 
Thus, I believe it is inaccurate to name the act by these participants as “coping.” 
Rather, I think these participants took the time to interact and engage with their fears as 
another step toward accomplishing their objective, identified in the interacting and 
engaging step in the Fear Strategies diagram (Figure 5).   
Next, the findings showed participants sharing their fears with others as another 
step to get closer to accomplishing their tasks. Most of the participants were reluctant to 
talk to many people about their fears. Rather, the discussion was limited to a few trusted 
co-workers, friends, or family members. One of the participants, Tina who is a African 
American female, age 40-44 and is a human resources director working for a large 
agriculture company described the act of sharing her fears as being therapeutic.  
You cannot say that [your fears] to everybody. So there are certain people you can 
share with and there is usually one or two within an organization that you have 
those types of conversations with and that is therapeutic. (Tina) 
The exercise or step of visualizing positive outcomes or dreaming was another 
significant strategy revealed from this study. One participant discussed a dreaming 
activity she practiced within a peer circle.  
I did the mind, body, stress reduction and that was…meditating was really useful. 
And then of course I went to all of our circles…our women and leadership circles. 
I went to all of the retreats. My women’s community was extremely dreamy. 
(Kate) 
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Participants who progressed to this strategy step described an increased level of 
confidence. Here the leader gained confidence as she realized it was more likely she 
would be successful or the likelihood of her fear coming true was slim. One participant, 
Kerry who is an African American male, age 50-54 and working as a chief executive 
officer for a grocery retail organization described the reality of fear as equating to 10 
percent likely to happen. This statement means the future the person imagined involved a 
negative outcome that only happens about 10 percent of the time: 
The hate part of it that says why am I fearful when there is only 10% of it that is 
going to happen. The love part of it is because of my fears that I over prepare and 
so you know I am ready and it is because of my fears that I don’t let up. It is a 
motivator. It is a love hate situation and I probably wouldn’t be as successful as I 
am. Conversely you have to be able to balance [fear] so that you don’t, you aren’t 
walking around looking over your shoulder all of the time. (Kerry)   
In other words, the sooner people learn to walk with fear, the sooner they express 
their potential in the world, as indicated by Rose (2002). For example, the expression of 
their potential gets leaders expressing their perspectives, vision, and strategic direction 
for the organization.  These expressions are described by Kouzes and Posner (2002) as 
exemplary leadership practices: sharing a vision, enabling others to act, etc. and are key 
for leading through challenges as an organizational leader (p. 14). 
The planning and executing strategy step was an emerging insight that came as I 
listened to participants who described their need to develop a plan and move toward 
solutions. Once participants created a plan, they were able to implement their plans, move 
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toward solutions, and consequently gain positive results. Their confidence was reinforced 
and they learned workable tactics for dealing with fear. I believe this demonstrated the 
participants’ ability to effectively accept and allow the emotional experience of fear to 
run its course. It also appeared that leaders actively participated to more intentionally 
select strategies to achieve their own objectives or organizational objectives. Appelbaum, 
et al. (1998) indicated that this participative approach can reduce fear and provide 
proactive treatment of fear, which supports learning (Ryan, 1996). Similarly, the leaders 
in this study learned lessons from the work they did, which demonstrated more evidence 
of growth and development for the leader. Also, the participant (Kerry) reached an 
extremely high-level of confidence. This confidence for the participant was like an 
outcome of “deliciousness emerging from self-confidence” as she began to do things on 
her own (Jetters, 2007, p. 33). 
 The contrasting set of negative strategies is displayed in Figure 6. Figure 6 
emerged through the same process as Figure 5. The negative progression of fears’ 
strategies exercised by participants include: (a) demotivating self, (b) ignoring and 
disengaging, (c) hiding or concerning others, (d) imaging, and (e) retreating or 
considering alternatives. Illustrated in Table 9 are these groupings; in some cases there 
were sub-groupings.   
Table 9 
Fear Response Strategies (Negative) 
Fear Response Strategies (Negative) 
Demotivating self 
Self-talk (unconsciously acting as a saboteur) 
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Building fear and looking for a safer feeling 
Disengaging and Ignoring 
Fidgeting 
Freezing 
Coping or putting up 
Overlooking  
Hiding or concerning others 
Concealing emotions or alarming others with them 
Disengaging or having conflict with others 
Avoiding others 
Dreading 
Imagining (visualizing) negative or bad outcomes 
Retreating or considering alternatives 
Procrastinating 
Suspending decisions 
Negative outcomes 
Limited learnings 
Fearfulness 
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Figure 6. Negative fear strategies  
 
Progression of negative fear strategies. Identifying the progression of negative 
fear strategies was more difficult than identifying the progression of positive fear 
strategies. Participants shared less about the negative strategies they exercised and in 
some cases they had less negative descriptive words for their fears. It was as though 
participants felt bound to getting to an outcome or being successful. Similarly, the 
participating leaders were career-focused and practicing characteristics of the negative 
strategies meant they were not going to be successful and this feeling or outcome was 
unacceptable. One participant, Megan who is an African American, age 45-49 and 
working as a human resources transformation leader working for a large consulting firm 
actually described how she used self-talk to get beyond her negative fears. 
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I like processes, structure, and strategies – I am like this when it comes to work 
and my fears…I say let’s stop. Let’s rewind. Calm yourself down and do the 
exercises and then I am sure from the outside in. The workaholic comes out. 
(Megan) 
When the negative fear strategies were exercised it seems as though leaders 
moved to a place of ineffective thinking and over criticizing themselves and moving to a 
place that made them feel comfortable. Yet in reality they were stunting their own 
development. According to Byrd (2012), these ineffective thinking habits cause you to 
build “comfort zones” for yourself that impede your own growth. John described a series 
of negative responses and outcomes as a result of his fears. 
There are all kinds of physical manifestations and things that came out of it. I had 
troubling dreams and less than optimal sleep. I would get up early and I could not 
go back to sleep. I was working longer hours. I was working harder because I was 
fearful. I quit doing things for my physical well-being; I quit working out. I was 
shorter with people than I normally had been. I wasn’t always there mentally. I’d 
cut people off quickly. I wasn’t there for my family or my team. I move into 
reactive mode. (John)  
Leaders’ relationship with their fears. To determine the relationship and 
connection leaders had with their fears I captured themes that came from the responses 
providing by the participants when I asked, what is the relationship they have with fear.  
There were ten themes: (a) love/hate, (b) good/bad, (c) conscious/unconscious, (d) stems 
from childhood or childhood relating, (e) healthy/unhealthy, (f) embracing/frightening, 
(g) real, (h) some work to make the relationship stronger by doing more that generates 
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fear and negative relationship with fear, (i) two-sided; propels or holds back, and  (j) on 
talking terms. Phrases used by the participants to describe their relationship are in Table 
10. 
Table 10  
Phrases Used by Participant to Describe Relationship With Fears  
Participant Phrases Connecting Relationship Themes in the 
Phrases 
I have a love hate relationship with my 
fear.  
The love part is because of my fears that I 
over prepare and so you know I am ready 
and it is because of my fears that I don’t let 
up.  
Love/Hate 
Much better now. 
Very good.  
Fear can sometimes be a motivator or a 
derailleur. 
We are friends. Fears are motivators. They 
help you understand where you have gaps, 
knowledge and trust so they’re normal.  
It helps you appreciate being happy and I 
feel that way about my fears. 
All my fears, doubts and anxiety are the 
things that make me happy. I feel that way 
about my fears. 
I don’t want to be ruled by fear.  
Better or good 
Healthy/Unhealthy 
Some work to make the relationship 
stronger by doing more that generates 
fears and others do the opposite 
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I think I try to keep it healthy.  I think if 
there is a healthy amount of fear that is 
what can keep you humble and motivated 
or aware and alert. 
To have a little bit of fear, I think it is a 
sign I am trying new and different things.  
Learn and grow through fears, rely on 
faith through the times of doubt and 
fears and there is this monster. You 
have to do it afraid. Three things I tell 
myself…1) I can do all things through 
Christ, 2) It is not me that changes, it is 
the people around me, and 3) do it 
afraid. 
If you let fear get in your way you will 
never go forward.  
Embracing/Frightening 
 
 
It is two-sided; 1) it propels you 
forward and 2) it holds you back. So I 
think it depends on what else is going 
on in your life. 
Fear is contextual so if you are in a 
good place a little bit of fear is healthy, 
I think it pushes you forward and thee 
are different types of fear. 
I think if you recognize which type of 
fear it is and deal appropriately it is 
easier to deal and it is in your 
advantage.   
But yet I have been able to channel that 
Two-sided; propels or holds back 
Healthy/Unhealthy 
Some work to make the relationship 
stronger by doing more that generates 
fears and others do the opposite 
 
Embracing/Frightening 
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more into kind of my engagement and 
pressure no that is a strong word, the 
motivation to do good work. But I am 
sure in my past I remember having 
sleepless nights where I was frightened 
of something; umm I don’t do that 
anymore.    
I would say I am probably on talking 
terms with them, whereas I didn’t use 
to acknowledge them.  
On talking terms 
I am curious if others have talked about 
their family issues in relation to their 
relationship with fears. I grew up where 
everything was wrong but don’t know 
why, I lived in a negative family. 
Everything is bad or wrong and nothing 
looked any good.  This can make 
decisions quite challenging 
I was basically taught not to trust my 
fears. For thirty years of my life I was 
afraid of my fears and I would figure 
out ways not to put myself into a 
situation where fear would surface b/c 
it would immobilize me and shut down 
with my thinking process.   
So in the last ten years part of it is why 
I went back to school. I am better in 
touch with them and I can feel them 
when they do surface. I know that my 
solution is to trust in myself and that 
actually when my fears do surface that 
Stems from childhood or 
childbearing 
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proving and articulating information 
and I didn’t know what to do with 
those.  
Oh boy, real. Acknowledged, Not love, 
but not necessarily hate. I would say I 
think honestly I am such an internal 
optimist that they don’t stay for a long 
time. The other thing that happens is if 
I don’t realize that something is 
bothering me then I wake up a lot at 
night. And if I cannot think of what it is 
it is because I have repressed. A love 
relationship because it helps me expand 
and grow. Hate because there is 
something I thought was either going 
okay or it is something I didn’t deal 
with it. I have tried to repress it and do 
good with it. It is not going away. 
 
Real 
Love/Hate 
 
Other relevant themes. There were a series of other themes that emerged from the 
data that I categorized into two areas: (a) causes of fears described by participants, and 
(b) symptoms of fears described by participants. Table 11 shows the themes that emerged 
categorized by cause and symptoms. The leaders interviewed consistently conveyed 
similar causes of fears as well as symptoms they experienced. The causes of fear became 
clearer as leaders reflected on their emotions. The symptoms reflected the leaders’ ability 
to recognize they were feeling fearful. I did not ask the participants whether the causes or 
symptoms of their fear rose during the motivating self, interacting and engaging (coping, 
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discussed in Chapter 5), sharing with others, dreaming and planning and executing results 
phases (mentioned as I described the progression of fear strategies). 
Table 11  
 
Causes and Symptoms of Fears  
Causes Symptoms 
Stress 
Anxiety 
Challenges 
Feelings of failure 
Inexperienced opportunities 
Unanticipated consequences 
Magnitude of situation 
Being a perfectionist/seeking  
Wanting to minimize embarrassment 
Having a lot of things on your plate 
Leaders being naturally competitive and 
this elevates worries and fear 
Being asked to step into a situation and 
problem solve without having the 
necessary information and time to 
figure out the solution 
Short circuit 
Troubling dreams 
Less than optimal sleep (insomnia) 
More stress (can generate even more fear) 
Doubts and you start to dig yourself into a 
hole 
You get paralyzed 
Procrastination 
Heart palpitations 
 
 
Coding round three: Axial coding. Another step of data analysis included a 
thorough review of the data, identifying key data points, which also prevented any 
additional preconceptions.  
In the axial coding round, I highlighted (in yellow) codes in the data to narrow the 
categories created in round two and created a separate word document listing the axial 
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coded data. This process included recording pertinent text and relevant language used by 
the participants in response to the following three areas (a) fear, (b) impact/response to 
fear, and (c) relationship to fear. An example of round three coding is in Table 12. 
Table 12 
Axial Coding Example 
Axil Coded Data 
Participant 1 
Fear 
Fear of not being a good steward 
You want to make good quality decisions 
Worry about hurting other people feelings 
You cannot make people always feel good about your interactions with them 
But there is no value in making someone feel badly 
Giving people corrective or director feedback can be a challenge or I am afraid of 
demotivating or causing disengagement for people when I have to do this 
Fear of putting in the ultimate effort and having mediocre outcome – I was a afraid of 
putting in my absolute best effort and still getting a C 
Then there was a fear of if I had applied myself maybe I would have gotten a better 
outcome – this is fear of not giving it my best effort 
Fearful of not putting my best food forward 
Fear that I was competent to fulfill responsibilities of the job that was assigned to me 
Quality of my contribution reflects my best outcome and that is what I am playing  
Impact/Response to Fear 
Fear was like a proportion of effort or outcome 
Fear has driven my performance 
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Fear drives me to think creatively and to work a little bit longer and harder to get things 
resolved 
I am not satisfied with status quo and I think that has driven positive outcomes 
It (impact) can be a negative for me especially in terms of working with others because I 
am so mortified and concerned with like I said hurting others feelings 
Having fear or concern about making sure a conversation went well – I asked others for 
their opinion 
Fear of giving someone feedback that would make them feel bad 
Fear of being the inappropriate boss 
Fear of a bad outcome 
Fear of being the guy that makes you not want to come to work everyday 
Fear of hurting her, frustrating her 
Fear of being a waster of company resources 
Responded to the anger or doubt viscerally 
The impact of the fear on him was he got his feelings hurt – our friendship remains 
damaged 
Relationship with Fear 
I work hard to be self-aware and I really see how limiting it is when you are not 
Knowing my fear would be an important part of knowing myself 
I try to manage the fear of failure and fear of not doing my best 
I am afraid of being ineffective because of my lack of awareness of my motivators versus 
other people motivators 
I am afraid of my blind spots 
Fear can be a motivator – good or bad 
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Axial coding specifies the properties and dimensions of category (Charmaz, 
2006). The purposes of axial coding are to sort, synthesize, and organize large amounts of 
data and reassemble them in new ways after open coding (Creswell, 1998). The axial 
coding also represented a process of identifying substantive theories and as such they are 
also evidence of my own reactions to the data. During this stage of the analysis, I found 
myself memo writing and considering additional areas of literature to research to support 
my findings. Axial coding helped me immerse myself into the data and bring the data 
together into a coherent whole and descend into a deeper conceptual level of 
understanding the data (Charmaz, 2006). One example of the axial coding process is 
shown in Figure 10, which is a visual of the different words participants used to describe 
their fears.  
During the axial coding step, I also compared transcripts and data from each 
interview as a means to do constant emergent comparison (Charmaz, 2006). During this 
step in the research process, I had a significant finding—participants were using either 
positive language (phrases used by participants without the word “not”) or negative 
language (phrases used by participants with the word “not”) when they responded to the 
question about their fears.  
During my axial coding step, I also decided to document and capture a quick-
reference list of the similar or common positive or negative phrases used by participants. 
Table 13 is an illustration of these phrases. These phrases became significant and helped 
me understand that participants had both positive and negative feelings, emotions, and 
descriptive words about their fears. To complete this round of data review I moved 
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quickly through the participant transcripts, identifying similar or commonly used phrases. 
I consider this step a crystallization of identified meaning in the data (Charmaz, 2006).  
Table 13  
Similar or Common Phrases Used by Participants 
Positive language (phrases without “not”) Negative language (phrases using “not”) 
Desire to make quality good quality decisions Not being good steward 
Worry about hurting others You cannot make others feel good about 
all the interactions you have with 
them 
Giving people corrective feedback can be a 
challenge 
No value in making others feel bad 
I am afraid of demotivating or causing 
disengagement for people  
Not competent enough to fulfill 
responsibilities of the job assigned  
Putting in ultimate effort or best foot forward Lack of compliance or ability not to sell 
what you think senior leadership is 
looking for 
Quality of my contributions reflect my best 
outcome and that is what I am playing for 
My manager was not giving me accurate 
feedback 
Am I good enough, am I meeting standards 
of my job 
I don’t think I am doing a good job of 
managing my team and this has more 
to do with whether I felt I was in the 
right role/ industry 
Losing my job or the business is going to 
shut down 
Not being successful 
Expectation of loyalty really created anxiety You are not any longer effective 
Starting a new leadership positioning; 
moving from one group to another group 
or moving to a new company 
My fears are they are going to find out I 
should have not been promoted 
The relationship that concerns me the most Not presenting the right information 
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are my boss and client 
groups…connecting with them is 
important as you can go from being a 
rock star to someone on the sideline 
Popping into a group where everybody was 
tight knit 
I cannot fail 
Every time a lead doesn’t go somewhere you 
start to self-doubt and wonder is it 
something I did  
Worried about telling my boss I cannot 
do my job anymore…am I going to 
starve because I cannot find another 
job 
 
 
While moving through the axial coding process, I reaffirmed the belief that initial 
coding and focused coding is not a linear process (Charmaz, 2006). Rather, I moved into 
focused coding and memo writing as my perceptions, concepts, and ideas surfaced from 
the participants’ responses. From time to time, I even went back to my modified coding 
process referenced in round one.  
Coding round four: Theoretical coding. Theoretical coding was the final and 
fourth round of coding. This coding round included a fully integrated set of categories 
that resulted from theoretical saturation and confirmed the core set of categories 
(Charmaz, 2006), which pinpointed my theory. This was also the round when I noticed 
participants describing how they either ignored or acknowledged their fear. For example, 
one of the participants shared the following response to fear. 
I think I ignore and [acknowledge] them. I think about several fears, private and 
professional. There are some I probably need to address. 80% of your thoughts 
are negative but you have to deal with them. You think about things in your life 
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that you keep revisiting and it is hard to move past them. Sometimes I have to say 
to myself the present is the present and I get past them. (Megan)  
The continuation of coding and data saturation directed me to a theory and 
supporting model. To illustrate that theory and model emergence process, I will begin to 
move into describing this evolution and providing examples depicting the emergence of 
theory and progression of models.  
Data Analysis: A Theory Emerges 
Grounded theory is the discovery of theory from data systematically obtained 
through social research (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Grounded theory can be used to get 
through and beyond conjecture and preconception to the underlying processes of what is 
going on, so that professionals can intervene with confidence to help resolve the 
participants main concerns (Glaser, 1978). Through the grounded theory methodology, 
the theory arises from interaction between the researcher and participants; the 
researcher’s perspective becomes part of the process.  
One bias I have is that I believe it is critical to understand fear and that doing so 
leads to leaders’ ability to develop strategies to improve their performance or work 
outcomes. This bias is based on my personal experience. Subsequently, upon executing 
the grounded theory research methodology, I was able to confirm my bias and others’ 
biases, assumptions, and perspectives about the value of knowing personal fear. 
Furthermore, through my research the following is the emergent theory:  
• There is value in knowing and establishing a relationship with fear and this is 
demonstrated by leaders saying they feel good about sharing and acknowledging 
their fear. If fear is known, leaders tend to exercise positive response strategies 
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and improve their performance outcomes. The effectiveness of knowing fear 
occurs when leaders repeatedly acknowledge their fear thus creating a personal 
learning experience.  
• Leaders who know their fears tend to respond well to fears and have positive 
outcomes in their work, which impacts their self-confidence and leadership 
abilities. 
• Leaders who know their fears and have a positive motivating relationship with 
their fears exercise strategies and create habits to modify/refine future responses.  
• The degree to which leaders know their fears is on a continuum. Leaders who 
know their fears tend to have positive responses and outcomes and demonstrate 
greater self-confidence and leadership abilities. On the other end of the 
continuum, leaders who do not know their fears tend to have negative responses 
and outcomes and their self-confidence and leadership abilities are negatively 
impacted. 
Explanation of theory and model. The theory represents the ideas and facts that 
emerged from the research findings. The Fear Relationship Model represented in Figure 
9, is an illustration that is based on the theory. The model is a reflective illustration of the 
theory showing the activity occurring when leaders know or do not know their fears. 
When leaders do not know and ignore their fears they are likely to unconsciously or 
consciously practice positive or negative response strategies and have positive or 
negative performance outcomes. The continuous ability to make an effort to know and 
acknowledge fear increases the chances that leaders will exercise positive response 
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strategies and improve their performance outcomes. To this end, leaders then enhance 
their relationship with fear and their leadership abilities. 
To further explain the development of the theory, I will share the rigorous data 
analysis and synthesizing I completed to create my theory. A key component to my 
theory development was the identification of patterns and categories in the raw data, a 
data analysis practice recognized by Charmaz (2006). Recognizing the patterns, I realized 
that when leaders described knowing their fear and their responses to their fears they 
exercised strategies to survive and accomplish their goals while experiencing the fear. 
Leaders did not talk about the actual feelings of fear dissolving. Rather, through 
experience, they conditioned and trained their minds to improve their ability to adapt to 
the fear. 
Patterns of not knowing and knowing fear. Various patterns emerged from the 
data captured from each participant as they described their responses to their fears. These 
patterns are highlighted in Table 12. Table 12 is a table created following the axial-
coding step, round three. I created it to capture the patterns and themes that surfaced from 
the series of data analyses; the highlights are the interpretation of the data. To reiterate, 
the themes revealed are (a) aversion/diversion (included denial/disbelief), (b) 
determination/challenging self, (c) nervousness, (d) motivation/demotivation, (e) physical 
manifestations (included stress), (f) resistance and procrastination, (g) focus/lack of focus 
(included self-talk), (h) freeze and discomfort, or (i) strategies. Table 14 and Figure 6 and 
7 are a result of reviewing and further categorizing these themes. The highlights in Table 
14 illustrate the emerging themes; the yellow highlights are the positive responses, and 
the blue highlights are the negative responses. 
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Table 14  
 
Summarized Themes Highlighted 
 
Theme Sample participant statements Synthesis for continuum 
   
Acknowledge/accept 
(aversion) 
 
When I feel the fear kind of 
creeping in, I stop to acknowledge 
it.  
 
If you just accept it and say that is 
the way it is and this is what 
worries me, life will be easier. 
 
I would say I am probably on 
talking terms with [my fears] now 
whereas I didn’t used to be. I 
think I have acknowledged most 
of them.  
 
I was at a SHRM where the 
speaker said the most successful 
people are the people who accept 
and manage their weaknesses and 
their fears.  
 
I don’t think we think about being 
motivated by fear. Even though 
clearly it is at play. 
 
You have to keep trying though 
and get over and push myself past 
and through and I am better for it. 
It is like flying. You have to fly 
eventually.  
 
Yes. I do self-talk that says okay, 
this is it.  
 
I start strategizing what I am 
going to do to get over this hump.  
 
[Fear] also leads to what makes 
you successful. 
Acknowledge Fear 
 
Persistence 
 
Leads to simplification  
 
Know when I am fearful 
 
Accept and manage with 
fear leads to success 
 
 
Determination 
 
 
Self-talk/focus 
 
 
Strategy Formation 
 
 
Know fear, leads to 
success 
 
 
Confidence gained 
 
 
Relationship with fear 
motivates me 
 
 
Positive or negative 
outcomes from knowing 
or not knowing fear 
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My other rational mind also 
always tells me I am an intelligent 
smart person and I can find an 
answer. And if I cannot figure it 
out there is something wrong. So 
I…and this is a confidence I have 
gained over the years. 
 
I think my relationship with fear 
is one that motivates me. 
 
But I guess probably realizing 
that there are always pros and 
cons to knowing fear. The pro is it 
has driven me to success. 
 
Ignore/divert/resist My relationship with my fears, I 
am pretty cognizant of my fears. I 
am self-aware in that sense. I 
know when I am fearful and I 
acknowledge it is something I try 
not to look past them or don’t 
deal with them per that 
procrastinate situation I told you 
about earlier. 
 
Fear will create stagnation time 
for you and you will never move 
on. You can get stuck. You have 
to deal with it. You cannot ignore 
it and expect to do the same thing 
tomorrow. You get stuck.  
 
I let [my fears] boil up into things 
I could have controlled. The 
project wasn’t as big of a success 
as anyone would have imagined it 
would be. 
 
I am probably still unpacking my 
fear…one outcome is that I didn’t 
tell him no the right way 
 
Fear…you can get paralyzed or 
you can fight – flee or fight. You 
Acknowledge fear, 
experience it, ignoring 
causes procrastination, 
lack of focus, work 
delayed or senseless 
work 
 
Neglect fear and you will 
get stuck/freeze 
 
Failure/not successful 
 
 
Work delayed or 
senseless work and 
fallouts 
 
 
Fear makes you freeze, 
creates negative 
outcomes 
 
 
Frightened 
 
 
Not knowing creates 
stress 
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try to prevent the negative 
outcome.  
 
[When I didn’t acknowledge fear] 
you know I had done something 
to yourself, I had a nervous 
breakdown, you know, I lashed 
out at somebody. 
 
What I would have done, had I 
known I was in a fearful situation, 
well I would work out or 
something. I cannot quit doing 
because that is how you burn out 
stress. I need to keep doing that. 
 
Lack of knowing fear is a lack of 
self-awareness.  
 
I am sure there are fears that I 
have yet to be aware of or become 
familiar with. I say I have a pretty 
good relationship with my fears.  
 
 
 
Not knowing fear leads 
to self-consciousness 
 
 
Good relationship exists 
with fears I know, 
conversely I don’t have a 
relationship with the 
fears I don’t know 
Patterns of fear outcomes. Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show the beginning of 
the work I did to show the separation between how leaders acknowledge, accept, ignore, 
divert, or resist fear, which leads them to considering options and strategies to still thrive 
while experiencing fears. “Survive” to me means live with the fear; the leaders described 
how they move to accomplishing their goals or objectives while experiencing fear. 
Disregarding the fear showed the leaders disregarding options and strategies for survival. 
The importance of achieving their goals transpired as being meaningful, which I 
interpreted as performing meaningful work or outcomes; failing transpired as work 
delayed or senseless work. Figure 7 is a written version of my initial mental visual 
diagram. This figure represents the evolution of behaviors and outcomes from when 
leaders do not know their fear to when they do know their fears. Figure 8 is a gradual 
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visual of the diagram showing the movement between not knowing fear and knowing fear 
on the x-axis and the movement between delaying work and meaninful work on the y-
axis. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Knowing fears—Outcomes 
 
Figure 8. Knowing fear—Positive and negative patterns  
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The leaders interviewed described their fears and confirmed they knew their fears 
as they articulated them and told the stories about the fears. The leaders also talked about 
the activities or strategies they exercised to minimize or move with the fear to a positive 
outcome. These strategies were mentioned earlier in Table 6. However, to further 
summarize the strategies, I created another model, Figure 8. 
From the development of Figure 6 and 7, I noted the positive and negative 
association between knowing fear and not knowing fear. At the same time, I recognized 
there were similar yet different responses or behaviors the leaders described as they 
talked about their fears. This analysis and understanding helped me create other 
dimensions or important factors. Like, I wanted to show the division between not 
knowing or knowing fear and the negative or positive responses leaders described about 
their fears. Table 15 is an illustration of the dimensions or trail of the positive and 
negative responses and described outcomes. 
Table 15 
Responses and Outcomes—Summarized  
Response Outcome 
 
Positive 
Avert/Persist/Motivated 
Self-talk/Focused 
Fearless 
Strategy Formation (Fight) 
 
 
 
Negative  
Divert/Resist/Demotivated 
Self-talk/Frightened 
Fearful 
Strategy Formation (Flight/Freeze) 
 
Accept 
Success 
Confidence  
Gained Relationship 
Meaningful Work 
Results 
 
Neglect 
Failure 
Self-conscious 
Lost Relationship 
Senseless Work 
Fallouts 
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Fear relationship model. I decided to approach the final development of the 
model reflecting my theory through the lens of summarization and simplification. The 
Fear Relationship Model, Figure 9, is an illustration of the result of showing the detailed 
responses simplified as dimensions in Table 5. The Fear Relationship Model shows a 
horizontal change between not knowing fear and knowing fear. The more leaders know 
their fear, the more likely they are to be able to improve their leadership abilities. 
Vertically, the fear continuum shows the responses and behaviors by the leader and 
performance outcomes the leaders experienced as a result. In other words, the leaders 
who responded to their fears positively had different responses and exercised different 
behaviors than leaders who responded negatively. The vertical line and the plus and 
minus sign at the end of the vertical line is included to show the separation of leaders 
who responded positively versus leaders who responded negatively and the resulting 
negative or positive relationship with fear.  
Next to either the positive or negative responses, I summarized the outcomes the 
leaders spoke about when they respond to their fears. The outcomes shared by the leaders 
were positive when the leader positively responded to the fear and negative when the 
leader responded negatively.  
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Figure 9. Fear Relationship Model  
The Fear Relationship Model shows the responses, relationship, and performance 
outcomes that occur depending on whether leaders do or do not know their fears. It is 
intended to demonstrate the relationship between not knowing fear, which serves to 
generate a negative response and knowing fear, which serves to generate a positive 
response fear. The Fear Relationship Model is to some extent related to the Fight or 
Flight Response theory (Cannon, 1915). For example, leaders who fight against their 
fears respond positively and leaders who flight from their fears respond negatively to 
their fears.  The Fear Relationship Model also shows that not knowing fear is an 
unconscious incompetence level and knowing fear is an unconscious competent and 
mastery level for leaders. The model illustrates that once the leaders gained unconscious 
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competency and level of mastery they were able to modify their performance outcomes 
and eventually they reached a level of mastery. Reaching the level of mastery allowed 
integration of knowing fear, executing fear strategies, and impacting one’s leadership 
abilities or performance outcomes. To build the Fear Relationship Model, I considered 
the Johari Window (Conscious Competence Model) (Luft & Ingham, 1955) a model for 
understanding and improving self-awareness as individuals and groups.  Luft and Ingram 
(1955) believe there are four forms of awareness: unconscious incompetence, conscious 
incompetence, conscious competence, and unconscious competence. The Fear 
Relationship Model follows the four stages of fear from the Johari Window. At the “do 
not know fear” level the leaders experience unconscious incompetence. Leaders who 
ignore their fears can do so in a conscious incompetence state as illustrated in the Fear 
Relationship Model. Once leaders began to acknowledge their fear, they reached the 
conscious competence stage; as leaders progress further in knowing their fear, they reach 
the unconscious competence stage. Or, as described by Luft and Ingram (1955), at the 
second nature or mastery level of self-awareness and, in the case of my model, knowing 
fear. 
Relationship with fear themes. Equally important and worth documenting here 
are quotes from participants about their relationships with their fears. Recapping, these 
themes were shared during the axial coding description: (a) love/hate, (b) good/bad, (c) 
conscious/unconscious, (d) stems from childhood or childhood relating, (e) 
healthy/unhealthy, (f) embrace/frightening, (g) real, (h) some work to make the 
relationship stronger by doing more that generates fear or negative relationship with fear, 
(i) two-sided; propels you or holds you back, and (j) on talking terms. These fear 
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relationship themes demonstrate the connection leaders had with their fears. Leaders 
described their relationship with their fears as outcomes. When leaders knew their fears, 
they responded positively and as an outcome they gained a positive relationship with 
their fear; the opposite effect occurred if they didn’t know their fear. The fear 
relationships described by leaders varied by theme.  
Love/hate. Leaders who had love hate relationships with their fears said they had 
both a tender and detested relationship with fear. When the relationship included love, 
they were more likely to consider ways to operate with the fear, whereas a hate 
relationship with fear caused leaders to freeze or delay their work. Participant Megan 
talks about this notion of loving or hating fear most intimately. 
Yeah, I mean I can tell when my fear is getting to a level that I need to manage it. 
And that is when it is either insomnia or you find yourself avoiding. You don’t 
want to open an email because you are dreading what it is going to say. Or, not 
knowing what you are going to do. And when I find myself doing that a little too 
much then I am not comfortable, that is just not a place I want to live. So then I 
realize I have to know, to your point, how to conquer it. Get over it and I literally 
talk to myself. (Megan) 
Good/bad. A good or bad relationship with fear became a way for the leaders to 
say they had a respectable, decent, or bad relationship with their fear. Leaders found 
themselves to still be effective when they experienced fear as long as they exercised 
strategies to work with fear and strived to reach their desired outcomes. Rose, who is a 
white female, age 50-54, and an executive director for a university spoke about her 
relationship with fear as being very good. 
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I think it is very good. I am sure there are fears that I have yet to be aware of or 
become familiar with. I say I have a pretty good relationship with my fears. (Rose)   
Participant Ben talked about his relationship with fear can be good or bad and 
how he manages his relationship. 
I work hard to be self-aware and I really see how limiting it is when you are not. 
Knowing my fear would be an important part of knowing myself. I try to manage 
the fear of failure and fear of not doing my best. I am afraid of being ineffective 
because of my lack of awareness of my motivators versus other people 
motivators. I am afraid of my blind spots. My relationship with fear can be good 
or bad. (Ben) 
Conscious/unconscious. Constantly needing to operate with fear, some leaders 
appeared to be well informed about and keenly aware of their fears. These leaders were 
able to describe how once they knew their fear or emotion they took steps to mitigate the 
fear. These steps were often intentional and resulted from experiencing the same or 
different fears over and over. The conscious relationship meant leaders were not as 
apprehensive about their fear. Rather, they used their relationship with fear as a way to 
consider solutions for minimizing the fears or modifying future fears. By maintaining a 
conscious relationship with fear, leaders were able to think more rationally and logically 
as Mary A. described: 
I have had to take a deep breath and make a conscious effort not to respond 
quickly. And the reason is anytime that fear enters into a thought process it 
creates a different outcome that you did not intend and therefore if I just simply 
step back and say I am afraid here of the outcome or I am fearful that I am not 
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going to do the right thing or if I am fearful of a negative outcome because fear is 
interfering with my normal thought process I have to take a step or breath and 
think logically and pack rationalization into it because fear takes over. Then I am 
able to respond more logically so long it is kind of like repressing my fear. (Mary 
A.) 
On the other hand, Wen who is a white male age 50-54, chairman of a board for a 
food cooperative talked about his unconscious or unaware experience with fear and the 
impact of fear in this case.   
I know I have had a situation where I know I have been in a conversation with 
someone. And what I wasn’t aware of consciously. The questioning possible was 
actually about something different in relation to what was being described. This 
happened to me at this insurance conference when someone was talking to me and 
trying to grab information and I thought it was an informal conversation only to 
find out later it was really an investigation about someone I was working with 
who was doing questionable behavior. During this conversation I was 
uncomfortable. When I look back at that situation is that “oh sh—“ there was 
really something else going on there and I missed it. (Wen)  
Stems from childhood or childhood relating. For some leaders, their 
relationship with their fears stemmed from childhood experiences. They were either 
scared by this connection or inspired. In the case of being scared, leaders spoke about 
responding to certain situations based on an early-established association with fear. It was 
not until they had several experiences coupled with positive outcomes that the leader was 
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able to regain confidence. Wen described his childhood memories as a root cause of his 
other fears: 
I grew up with a parent that just looks at you like I was supposed to mind read 
what’s on her mind and this caused me high levels of fear and anxiety. I was 
always questioned for the accuracy of what I was doing. I lived in a negative 
family. Everything is bad or wrong and nothing looked any good. This can make 
decision-making quite challenging… That had a dynamic feeling and my fears for 
so long were so unarticulated and I was unable to process them because I was 
basically taught not to trust my fears. (Wen)   
Healthy/unhealthy. Participant leader Jen, who is a white female, age 30-35, vice 
president working for a medical communications company, explained how she tries to 
keep her relationship with fear healthy: “I think if there is a healthy amount of fear that is 
what can keep you motivated or humble or aware and alert.” (Jen) 
The healthy relationship with fear seem to imply maintaining a sense of good 
between fear and ones reaction to fear. Participants spoke about benefiting from their 
relationship with fear and getting to a rational state of mind or being psychologically 
grounded once they understood their fears. Some leaders found themselves able to 
function well once they paused to take time and get to know their fears. Leaders who 
knew their fears existed talked about strategies for working with fear.  
Unhealthy relationships with are quite the opposite of healthy ones. However, the 
leaders tend to turn this unhealthy relationship into something they could manage with 
other mental frameworks. Mike who is a white male age 50-54, working as a vice 
president for a large retail company described: 
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I think definitely fear can be motivating but it can quickly turn unhealthy. You 
know like I try to balance confidence, which can be typically the opposite of fear. 
Some might say the opposite of fear is courage. For me it is confidence. Because I 
don’t know if I am courageous or not but I am not going to bravely head into the 
unknown even if I have enough courage in fighting it. I think it is more 
confidence and I am more confident if I have done my homework and I know 
what I am facing and I know how I am going to handle it. (Mike) 
Embrace/frightening. Embracing fear was a repetition of some leaders accepting 
fear. The repeating process of accepting fear allowed the leaders to learn from their fears. 
By repeating the acceptance process, leaders grew and became fond of their relationship 
with fear. The acceptance leaders demonstrated a growing connection to their fears and 
more fondness was generated over time. One participant talked about embracing fear as 
sort of a necessary evil.  
I think that people who are afraid of fear…I think that is almost where the 
paralyzing part is, that may have been when I was younger. But you have just got 
to sort of embrace them because that is just part of who you are and prove 
whatever it is you are trying to prove. Whether it is yourself or I guess that is your 
relationship with your employees. You know it is part of who you are. You cannot 
get rid of it so you have to embrace it and figure out and work past it. (Sue)  
Frightening relationships with fear can be fearful and cause anticipation of bad 
outcomes. Different leaders talked about how fear could sometimes be day to day and it 
is not necessarily situational. Rather it is fear of failure. Mary A., who is a white female 
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age 50-54, senior consultant in learning and development for a healthcare insurance 
company described the frightening impact of fear here: 
I was fearful that it would not be clear of a negative outcome.  The business is 
complex. I was fearful that they wouldn’t know what to do with the information. I would 
say the biggest fear just in the day-to-day doing the job that is not necessarily situational 
is just the fear of failure. I think it is a good and bad attribute of a leader because if you 
let it get the best of you, you are bound to fail. But I think it is good to have a bit of fear 
in everything you do so that it can entice you to do better.  
Real. Participants spoke of the relationship with fear being real. Participants 
described how their fears physically existed and were manifested. The fears were definite 
and confirmed by the emotions and anxiety they felt. For some leaders, the mere fact that 
they felt the emotion of fear showed they had a connection to their emotions of fear; that 
is, emotions and feelings were not imaginary or artificial. Like any other relationship, 
leaders had rational and irrational reactions to their fears. Simply put, Mary B. responded 
to the question, What is your relationship with your fear? by saying, “Oh boy, real…not 
love, but not necessarily hate.” (Mary B.) 
Positive or negative relationship and generating fear. A positive relationship 
with fear for leaders was described as a force that made them emotionally resilient and 
physically powerful. Leaders described fears, doubts, and anxiety as emotions that helped 
them grow and become stronger leaders. For instance, Megan talked about the strong 
relationship with fear. “All my fears, doubts and anxiety are the things that have helped 
me grow and to become stronger and better and I just don’t want to be ruled by fear. I am 
enough of a control freak.” (Megan) 
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In terms of generating fear, leaders often did things that generated fear as a way of 
learning from their mistake. It seemed as though the fear created a learning process for 
leaders. The lessons learned were either lessons about the quality of their strategies for 
working with the fear or lessons about the outcome of the work. Nelson described the 
lesson he learned as things he captured in his failure journal: 
So I do keep a failure journal, which is all of those lessons learned or things I 
should have done better. Failure isn’t the definition of it. It is kind of a gray line 
but things I just should have done better. I just call it my lessons learned book and 
I try to put as much in there during the project and post mortem and after the 
project as well. And I have actually copied a couple of pages and sent them to my 
team. And say okay here is everything I have learned and said okay let’s not 
repeat this. I have had younger people who report they have found them 
extremely helpful. And they have started their own as well. (Nelson) 
A negative relationship with fear for leaders was described as a demotivator that 
made them self-conscious, scared, paralyzed, or resistant to moving onward with the 
work at hand. For instance, Ben described his relationship with fear. 
It (impact) or relationship can be a negative for me especially in terms of working 
with others because I am so mortified and concerned with like I said hurting 
others feelings. This means I mostly likely won’t take action. (Ben) 
Nelson described his client’s relationship with fear as “a negative thing impacting 
their career.” 
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Two-sided: Fears propel or hold people back. Participants spoke about how 
fear can be propelling or restraining. For example, Lisa, who is a white female, age 40-
44, managing director for a design firm said: 
Fear is two-sided; in one way it propels you forward and in other ways it holds 
you back. So I think it depends on what else is going on in your life. I think fear is 
very contextual so if you are in a good place a little bit of fear is healthy. I think it 
pushes you forward and there are different types of fear. There is also the type of 
fear that can end up really holding yourself back. So I think if you can recognize 
which type it is and deal appropriately it is easier to deal with your advantage. 
And if you can recognize and put it in its place or is this a fear that you can get 
over or walk away [from]. Sometimes fear is a warning sign that you know, don’t 
go there. (Lisa) 
I think this phrase is exemplary of how accepting fear can move leaders toward 
productivity and ignoring fear can be paralyzing. I think everyone has been in those 
relationships that give a sense of productivity or progress; while other relationships give a 
sense of failure and immobility. The two-sided relationship with fear appears to be no 
different. 
Talking terms. Participant Carl, who is a white male, age 50-54, human 
resources director for hotel company, truly articulated the spirit of being on talking terms 
with your fears:  
I would say I am probably on talking terms with them now whereas I didn’t used 
to be. I think I have acknowledged most of them and I can deal and manage them. 
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I was at a SHRM [meeting] where the speaker said the most successful people are 
the people who manage their weaknesses and their fears. (Carl)  
Carl and many others talked about how they listened to their fears as a form of 
learning and self-development. Their self-development was impacted as they worked 
hard to form a better relationship with their fear. The relationship was better by their 
ability to know their fears. Carl, like many other participants, believed the act of 
managing their fear contributed to their success as leaders. I think this management 
included the process of the leaders operating while experiencing fear. 
Fear Relationship Model 
The Fear Relationship Model emerged as I considered ways to demonstrate the 
theory. It became a way of illustrating the growing abilities of the leaders taking time to 
know their fear and perform strategies as a result of acknowledging their fears. Once the 
leaders acknowledged their fear, they moved into the positive space of the continuum and 
began accepting their fear. I believe just the notion of accepting fear is a positive 
outcome. Similarly, accepting the fear I think demonstrated leaders’ capability of having 
a good relationship with their fear. While, the relationship was not perfect, the first time 
the participant accepted the fear, I believe the relationship became stronger. As it did the 
more often leaders experienced fear and successfully accomplished their task after they 
practiced different strategies for dealing with their fear. This is an example typical of the 
leaders who participated in this study and spoke about this revelation.  
I have a love relationship with my fear because it helps me expand and grow. And 
a hate relationship because there is something I thought was either going okay or 
it is something I didn’t deal with. I have tried to repress fear and know doggone it, 
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it is not going away. I really thought long and hard about what that is. I thought it 
is absolutely a fact that everyone has fear [even] if you don’t claim it or 
acknowledge it. It made me realize I don’t want to live in a place like that. Fear 
will create stagnant time for you and you will never move on. You can get stuck. 
You have to deal with it. You cannot ignore it and expect to do the same thing 
tomorrow. I have learned that I cannot control the outcome, I just have to handle 
it the best way I know. (Mary A.) 
Therefore, the Fear Relationship Model also became a way for implying leaders 
can experience fear over and over and, as a result, find themselves formulating and 
employing strategies to obtain positive outcomes. This data is supported by theories 
about alternatives to move fear toward more positive experiences. Tugade and 
Fredrickson (2004) developed the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions, which 
proposes positive and negative emotions have “distinct and complimentary adaptive 
functions” (p. 321). According to Frederickson and Branigan (2005) and Fredrickson and 
Losada (2005), negative emotional states, particularly high arousal ones like anxiety and 
fear, serve to narrow people's intentional focus. Conversely, positive emotions can 
expand people’s thinking. Experts in positive psychology suggested that “positive 
emotions fuel psychological resiliency and bounce back” thereby supporting the ability of 
individuals to flourish in their environment (Napper, 2009, p. 67). Given theories in 
positive psychology, one can assume the ability to successfully shift and transform 
negative emotional experiences such as fear to positive emotional experiences 
demonstrates learning, growth, and resiliency (Cure, 2009).  
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Restated, the Fear Relationship Model shows negative and positive response and 
behavior patterns that correspond with the fight or flight response theory. When a person 
experiences fear, the amygdala, which is the fear center, releases certain chemicals and 
fills humans with a spurt of confidence to stand up and fight or take flight 
(http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/educational-resources/brain-basics/brain-basics.shtml). 
However, the Fear Relationship Model shows the cognitive activity that goes on when 
people do not know their fear and when a people do know their fear. In succession, 
participant fear strategies demonstrate that leaders can practice tactics or behaviors to 
formulate and execute strategies for possibly blocking the neural pathways that carry fear 
fighting thoughts and teach their brains to respond in ways that are different from its 
learned patterns (Cannon, 1915). 
Separate, but related, are the themes that emerged as leaders described the 
relationship they had with their fears. In review, the descriptive words the leaders in this 
study used to describe their fears included: (a) love/hate, (b) good/bad, (c) 
conscious/unconscious, (d) stems from childhood or childhood relating, (e) 
healthy/unhealthy, (f) embrace/frightening, (g) real, (h) some work to make the 
relationship stronger by doing more that generates fear or negative relationship with fear, 
(i) two-sided: propels you or holds you back and, (j) on talking terms. Many of the 
leaders indicated that their ability to experience fear and have successful outcomes 
caused their relationship with fear to be more positive. Over time, the leaders were able 
to effectively use their fear strategies to extinguish fear or condition their response and 
improve their relationship with their fears.  
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Findings Summary 
This chapter presented the results from the research study, which was an 
expression and research methodology based on Charmaz’ (2006) grounded theory 
process. The purpose of the research was to get clearer about leaders’ fears, how they 
respond to their fears, and the relationship they have with their fears. Through intentional 
thorough interviewing and coding, the results were analyzed until core themes, a theory, 
and a model were discovered. This study was focused on leaders. Kotter‘s (1990) 
definition of leadership served as a base to narrow the scope of leaders to include in the 
research. Accordingly, the participants consisted of individuals in director level and 
above leadership roles from varying backgrounds and industries. Leaders shared their 
fears, responses and relationships with their fears and, as a result, their replies directed 
the process for constructing and revealing the findings, theory, and supporting model.  
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Chapter Five: Summary and Discussion 
Summary 
I have been intrigued by the fears of leaders since I entered into my first 
leadership role. I have experienced my own fears as a leader. Yet I have always found it 
difficult to acknowledge and share my fears with others. I understood early on that 
regardless of my fears, due to my high level of responsibility and dedication to being 
successful in my roles, it was important for me to operate while quietly experiencing fear. 
Later in my leadership journey, I heard one leader express at a conference how important 
it is to do something regardless of the fear you experience. Their specific comment was 
“to do it scared, whatever it is.” It was almost as if their bias was that leaders have to be 
willing to take risks regardless of their inner feelings. It was almost as if this leader was 
suggesting that individuals “feel the fear and do it anyway” (Jeffers, 1998, p. 250).  
For me the bigger question was, what were the fears of other leaders and how 
were their fears similar to or different from mine. I was also particularly curious about 
how other leaders responded to their fears and whether or not they believed their 
relationship with their fears was motivating or demotivating. After all, I felt comfortable 
operating with fear and I wanted to learn if other leaders did too. I wanted to find a way 
to help others with their fears. I also wanted to affirm if the strategies I used to work with 
fear led to positive outcomes or success. An underlying purpose for doing this work was 
that I see so many others around me in similar roles, fearful of doing work, acting in fear, 
and suppressing their fears. I believe this is one of the fundamental reasons why leaders 
or organizations are ineffective. I have observed fear being a form of intrapersonal 
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conflict. While fear is conflict, I understand leaders are able to practice strategies and 
develop habits to get to a better end state. Consequently, organizations could benefit from 
their leaders’ positive motivating outcomes on both a micro and macro level in terms of 
organizational effectiveness and impact.  
Separate yet related, I believe fear exists when people are experiencing change 
and change can be loss of a job or death of a person in their life. The latter type of change 
is transformational change; however, until the person really gains strength from change, 
they need to embrace their fear. I had this transformational experience, which resulted in 
a stronger relationship with fear through writing this dissertation. I experienced extreme 
fear at the point I learned of my grandmother’s terminal illness. At the time, I was in my 
doctoral degree program. Hence, the expedited death of my grandmother prompted me to 
write about the topic of fear.     
In this final chapter, I summarize my work, identify relevant literature, explore 
the implications of my theory, entice myself and other researchers to take future action as 
a result of this study, and provide additional knowledge about leaders and their fears for 
other OD practitioners and researchers interested in the fears of leaders. 
Overview of the Problem  
 As stated in chapter one, regardless of the type of fear, I have seen leaders 
suppress their fears because of their concerns about vulnerability, change, or retaliation. 
Or, when they do express their fears, they may feel ashamed. According to Giley (1997), 
all human behavior choosing courage over fear in the workplace is motivated by either 
fear or desire. Fears impact productivity, communication, and emotional well-being. 
Unless leaders are free to discern their anxiety, they are held hostage by their emotions 
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and engage differently and without being “in the flow.” Flow is defined as when we are 
"in the flow." It means people’s experiences include optimal fulfillment and engagement 
in what they are doing. Flow, whether in creative arts, athletic competition, engaging 
work, or spiritual practice, is a deep and uniquely human motivation to excel, exceed, and 
triumph over limitation (Csikszentmihalyi, 2003).  Csikszentmihalyi (2003) also says, 
“All too often, however, an anxious person will despair of reaching flow because the gap 
between skills and challenges seems insurmountable” (p. 73). Consequently, anxiety that 
often accompanies fears can threaten leaders and the potential of organizations. “Anxiety 
about personal fears, coupled with complexities and ambiguities in the work 
environment, may often be the root of ineffective leadership” (Zytka, 2001, p. 14). 
Purpose of study. My objective was to answer the research questions: 
1. What are the fears of leaders? 
2. How do leaders respond to their fears? 
3. What are the relationships leaders have with their fears?    
Committed to conducting research from the perspective of a social constructionist 
ontology and interpretive epistemology, I used the methodology referred to throughout 
this dissertation as constructionist grounded theory (CTG) and grounded theory. It also 
felt appropriate to conduct this study based on my desire to interact with others and their 
experiences. Through this study, I had the enjoyment of interviewing and learning from 
24 leaders, as defined by Kotter (1990), who identified themselves as experiencing fear. I 
also used other definitions of leadership to support my findings.   
Kotter (1990) defines a leader as someone who establishes direction, aligns 
people and motivates and inspires others. Kouzes and Posner (2002) believe that “five 
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fundamental practices: 1) model the way, 2) inspire a shared vision, 3) challenge the 
process, 4) enable others to act, and 5) encourage the heart” (p.14). Both Kotter and 
Kouzes and Posner were important leadership definitions for conducting this research. 
Furthermore, the view that individuals who are unable to know their feelings are at a 
tremendous disadvantage and oblivious to a realm of reality crucial to success (Goleman, 
1998), also supported the need for this research journey.  
Discussion  
Exposed through this research is the emerging theory and significance of leaders 
knowing their fears, understanding their responses (also known as strategies) to their 
fears, and their motivating or demotivating relationship with their fear. Multiple themes, 
a grounded theory, and a supporting model emerged from the experience of 24 
participants (see p.125-126).  
In addition to having the opportunity to speak with 24 leaders who inspired me to 
do my research, I was fortunate to have had the chance to also speak with family and 
friends about my research. I was encouraged and inspired by these people in my life as 
they shared the common responses like “Hmmm, leaders’ fears, that sounds really 
interesting, how intriguing…can I read your work.”  As I shared my work with them, 
these individuals thought the theory made sense and was similar to their personal 
experience with fear. In fact, they were particularly excited that there were strategies they 
could compare to their own as they interacted with fear. They appreciated the fear 
strategies and Fear Relationship models and agreed with the illustrated movement as one 
becomes more knowledgeable about fear. Finally, many were pleased about the findings. 
They found the findings helped them name, place, and understand their emotions of fears 
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and better recognize their own strategies as they strive to become stronger leaders or 
improve their relationship with their fears. 
Redefining fear and leader fears. Early in the process of conducting this 
research, fear was defined as a distressing emotion aroused by impending danger, evil, 
pain, etc., whether the threat is real or imagined; the feeling or condition of being afraid. 
Synonyms include foreboding, apprehension, consternation, dismay, dread, terror, fright, 
panic, horror, trepidation, and qualm. Fear can include a concern or anxiety and 
something that causes feelings of dread or apprehension; something a person is afraid of. 
Fear can be a powerful and an uncomfortable emotion. Fear is a high level of emotional 
arousal caused by perceiving a significant and personally relevant threat. Fear can 
motivate both protective and maladaptive action, depending on the circumstances (Witte, 
1999).  
A significant finding was that twenty fear types surfaced as the most commonly 
stated fears by the leaders interviewed for this study. The twenty fears include: 
1. Internal or external and self-imposing environmental fear 
2. Fear of failure 
3. Fear of not being successful  
4. Fear of a bad outcome  
5. Fear of something going wrong  
6. Fear of losing a job, which translates into losing everything  
7. Fear of rejection  
8. Fear of not being good enough and being found out  
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9. Fear of the unknown, not having enough knowledge, lack of experience or new 
experiences  
10. Fear of pushing yourself or having high expectations (or working against 
unrealistic expectations)  
11. Fear of knowing others are talking about you or others on your team when you or 
they are not in the room  
12. Fear of losing organizational support  
13. Fear of pressure to make the number, losing business, or being a success or saving 
the business 
14. Fear of a new role/industry  
15. Fear of losing status  
16. Fear of instability  
17. Fear of presenting  
18. Fear of not being accepted  
19. Fear of perception  
20. Fear on different levels; work, environment, people and physical location 
(Participants often expressed having fears on multiple levels or layers of these 
types of fears.) 
After discovering this list of fears, I was pleased to know there were 
commonalities among the participating leaders. Even more satisfying was that these fears 
were similar to my own fears and to the fears of other leaders with whom I have 
interacted in the workplace. In fact, these fears appear to be universal, although they may 
be manifested in different ways depending on individual experiences. The benefit of 
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having this list of common fears is that the list is research-based and available for sharing 
with other leaders and OD practitioners focused on leadership development.  
Moreover, this list of fears is a vehicle for empathizing and understanding the 
fears of leaders. It exposes a collective list of fears for leaders based on research. It is a 
pure list of fears from a group of leaders from different industries in different roles. It 
does not generalize and confirm all leaders have the same fears. Rather, it is a list 
collected from existing leaders willing to share their fears with others. This list can be 
shared with or is beneficial to leaders seeking to compare or relate to other leaders; the 
list sets the stage for the remainder of the evidence discovered through this study.  
An important element that emerged from this research is the words “know fear.”  
Knowing fear is like gaining emotional competence, which “implies we have a choice as 
to how to express our feelings” (Goleman, 1998, p. 81) or emotions. Thus, leaders who 
recognize fear, know their own fears, and relate to the fears of others will benefit and use 
awareness about such feelings to better adapt to similar situations. Knowing fear 
appeared to be a contributing factor to maintaining emotional intelligence for these 
leaders. In the same vein, the participating leaders shared their awareness about their 
fears and suggested the awareness of some of their fears were contributing factors to their 
emotional intelligence type qualities—self-confidence, self-comfort with ambiguity, 
openness to change, optimism, high achiever, integrity, and effectiveness in leading 
change (Goleman, 2004). Furthermore, because these leaders were able to recount their 
fears, I think their recollection demonstrated their attempt to intimately know fear, which 
can prevent fear from deterring the leader from being effective (Brenner, 2009).  
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Grouping fears into categories. A surprising finding came from the clusters of 
themes that emerged. I was surprised because I previously assumed the fears would be 
detached and independent. Instead, the fears had common significance and fit into one of 
the following categories: (a) integrity, (b) credibility, (c) uncertainty, or (d) results. 
Leaders fearful of losing their integrity had fears of not being good enough, being found 
out, or having high personal expectations. Leaders fearful of losing their credibility spoke 
about fear of losing organizational support, status, being accepted by others, and fear of 
presenting in front of others. Leaders fearful of uncertainty shared concerns about the fear 
of the unknown, not having enough information or knowledge, and being new or being 
part of a new experience. Finally, leaders fearful of results spoke about being fearful of 
failure, success, bad outcomes, and something going wrong. I found this last category of 
fear most common to the fears seen in other research about fears (Jetters, 2007; Frankl, 
1984).  
The categories of fears provide a different way for leaders to pay attention to their 
fears; paying attention helps one to warn of danger ahead (Rose, 2002). Participants 
shared the actions they exercised to achieve their goals while experiencing the fear. Also, 
the leaders more often described how they were willing to face their fear with a positive 
attitude. People willing to face fear with a friendly expression can transform fear and as a 
result fear opens the door to courage and compassion, which are important to the success 
of any relationship (Rose, 2002). Figure 10 is a result of reviewing the twenty fears 
shared across my participant pool and refining the categories of fears. It illustrates 
another visual expression of the categorized fears.    
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Figure 10. Levels of fears—Integrity, credibility, uncertainty, and results; refined  
 
It is important to note that I believe the levels of fears illustrated in Figure 10 are 
aligned with Edgar Schein’s (1992) iceberg culture model. To me, having integrity at the 
core means the participants were concerned with the truth being revealed. Schein (1992) 
believes truth is one of the values at the core of culture. The next two levels are 
credibility and uncertainty respectively. These two levels to me represent the espoused 
values of the participants and are related to the next level of Schein’s (1992) iceberg 
culture model, which is about espoused values. Lastly, level four, which is results 
oriented, represents a visual behavior or activity seen by others, that is often harder for 
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participants to decipher on their own.  In Schein’s (1992) iceberg culture model this is 
level three, which includes the artifacts, and is defined as being at the surface and easily 
discerned, yet hard to understand. 
Fears and gender specificity. The fears shared by the leaders in this study were 
not limited to one gender or race or age group. I suspect this is because all humans 
experience fear in the same way. Similarly, fears are common and part of life 
experiences; I suspect there are only a few who know what it is to live without fear. 
Regardless of gender specificity, Hawkins (1995) believes “beyond fear lies joy, as 
meaning and purpose of existence becomes transparent” (p. 102). Hawkins (1995) 
calibrates people’s emotions from levels 20 up to 1000—20 being shame, which is 
perilously proximate to death. Shame is destructive to emotional and psychological 
health, and makes a person prone to physical illness. Seven hundred to 1000 is 
enlightenment. Once people step into enlightenment, they begin to transform their 
personal life into an incredible experience. Hawkins (1995) believes a person can help to 
raise the consciousness to so powerful a level that the person can take part in co-creating 
a less fearful world for everyone. 
Many of the fears shared by the leaders in this study were the same. The leaders 
who were able to reveal their fears appeared to have a higher level of self-awareness and 
human consciousness demonstrated by their ability to easily articulate and recall their 
fears. Nonetheless, the fears shared by the leaders were the same with some degree of 
prominence or manifestation based on experience. I suspect another reason why the fears 
of these leaders were similar is that they have similar organizational involvements, they 
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all have the need to achieve results, and they all desire to demonstrate certainty, 
credibility, and integrity.  
Fear strategies. The participants were able to name some of their fears and by 
doing so, they were able to explore strategies in response to fear as well as be able to 
articulate how they continued their work in the face of fear. The participants also shared 
that their fears never disappear. Rather, their fears tend to weaken as they identify 
strategies to move closer to and accomplish their desired objective. For most participants, 
moving in a positive direction meant they were motivated and obtained positive 
outcomes. On the other hand, doing nothing or responding negatively toward fear meant 
they were demotivated and would never achieve their desired objective and as a result 
they experienced bad outcomes. The strategies the participants described were personal 
remedies repeated for achieving results while experiencing fear or for procrastinating and 
rarely accomplishing the original task. 
Emerging thematic responses and fears strategies. One of the other critical 
findings of this study was the emerging thematic response to fears—fear strategies, which 
led to the development of the Fear Relationship Model (Figure 9). The fear response 
themes were positive and negative and included: (a) aversion/diversion (included 
denial/disbelief), (b) determination/challenging self, (c) nervousness, (d) motivation/ 
demotivation, (e) physical manifestations (included stress), (f) resistance and 
procrastination, (g) focus/lack of focus (included self-talk), (h) freeze and discomfort, and 
(i) strategies. 
Fear proved a noticeable stimulus for most of the leaders, causing the leader to 
fight or flight and prosper or feel restricted. Space existed between the stimulus and the 
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leader’s response. In that space was the power to choose a response. In the response lived 
growth and freedom or learning (Frankl, 1984).  
Positive and negative fear strategies. The positive and negative strategies were 
actions the participants used as they experienced fear, which emerged after further 
analyzing the first list of fear strategies mentioned above under emerging thematic 
responses and fear strategies. These include the following positive fear strategies: (a) 
motivating self, (b) engaging and interacting (typically referred to as coping), (c) sharing 
with others, (d) dreaming, and (e) planning and executing. While there is research 
showing that fear causes uncomfortable experiences, fear can also play a significant role 
in motivating people to avoid dangerous situations (Thongsukmag, 2003). Each 
participant expressed positive responses while still doing the things they needed to do 
while experiencing fear. Then, in terms of the when they expressed their negative 
responses, it was revealed that participants shared their negative responses to fear.  
The negative fear strategies include: (a) demotivating self, (b) ignoring and 
disengaging, (c) hiding or concerning others, (d) dreading, and (e) retreating and 
considering alternatives. Participants discussed their negative responses as bad outcomes 
and to prevent the bad outcomes they formulated avoiding strategies. Leaders more often 
described the negative fear strategies as discomfort.   
Negative strategies seemed to be paralyzing. One participant, Manuel who is a 
Hispanic male, age 40-44 working as a president for a printing company spoke about 
feeling fear as “when I am in fear you get paralyzed or you want to fight.” (Manuel)  
Another described their actions as “dreading what is going on.” (Megan) I do not believe 
participants who found they used negative strategies did so on purpose. Rather, I think 
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they exercised strategies that happened to be negative as a means to get to a safer or more 
comforting feeling. It seems as though for some participants their fears were about losing 
their integrity, increasing their uncertainty, losing their credibility, and gaining minimal 
results. Thus, they avoided the original tasks and shifted to more comforting or 
alternative tasks. 
Emerging theory and model. The theory that emerged from this research and the 
reflective illustrative model (Figure 9) is described and illustrated below. 
• There is value in knowing and establishing a relationship with fear and this is 
demonstrated by leaders saying they feel good about sharing and acknowledging 
their fear. If fear is known, leaders tend to exercise positive response strategies 
and improve their performance outcomes. The effectiveness of knowing fear 
occurs when leaders repeatedly acknowledge their fear thus creating a personal 
learning experience.  
• Leaders who know their fears tend to respond well to fears and have positive 
outcomes in their work, which impacts their self-confidence and leadership 
abilities. 
• Leaders who know their fears and have a positive motivating relationship with 
their fears exercise strategies and create habits to modify/refine future responses.  
• The degree to which leaders know their fears is on a continuum. Leaders who 
know their fears tend to have positive responses and outcomes and demonstrate 
better self-confidence and leadership abilities. On the other end of the continuum, 
leaders who do not know their fears tend to have negative responses and 
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outcomes and their self-confidence and leadership abilities are negatively 
impacted. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Fears Relationship Model  
Significance of Research 
This research and the associated findings add to the body of knowledge around 
the topic of leaders’ fears. The findings reinforce previous literature and most likely offer 
additional elements for consideration. The research creates a pathway for additional 
topics of research and analysis about leaders’ fears. The level of fears, fear strategies, and 
Fear Relationship Model reveal the need to explore practical application with individuals 
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or leaders experiencing fears. The application will help reveal whether the list of fears, 
strategies, and the relationship leaders have with their fears can be generalized and used 
by many leaders. To develop The Fear Relationship Model, the Johari Window 
(Conscious Competence Model) developed by Luft and Ingram (1995) was considered.  
The model shows the significance between not knowing fear (unconscious incompetence 
stage of mind) and knowing fear (unconscious competence stage of mind) to a point 
when people can reach a level of mastery, which impacts their ability to improve their 
leadership abilities. 
Implications 
The implications of this study, its findings, theory, and model, and the 
contribution to the field of organization development are worth noting. Certainly the fear 
strategies, relationship themes and Fear Relationship Model from this study invite the 
opportunity for an intervention with leaders. For the field, these findings illustrate a way 
to understand the fears of leaders and can provide OD practitioners with ways they can 
assist with the process of applying the theory and model to address those fears.  
Some other potential insights or implications from this research include using the 
findings as remedies for leaders to address their fears. Several leaders participating in this 
research spoke about the cathartic or liberating effect their participation in this research 
had on their emotions. Other leaders may equally benefit. 
This research has implications for leaders wishing to learn more about their own 
fears and as a result continue their journey of establishing self-awareness. Like me, 
leaders may be able to use the findings from this study as a methodology for motivating 
themselves, interacting/engaging with fear differently, sharing fear with others, dreaming 
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about positive outcomes regardless of their fears, and moving onward by 
planning/executing solutions even though they experience fear. My personal journey and 
learnings throughout this research have been phenomenal and as a result I have become 
more connected to my fears and have a better relationship with my fears. This research 
process was freeing, rewarding, heartwarming, developmental, and pleasing.  
The personal implications I experienced may be something other leaders can 
integrate into their work to increase their self-awareness and further improve some of 
their other emotional intelligence traits: self-regulation, motivation, and empathy (able to 
acknowledge other’s fears) (Goleman, 2004).  
Other implications. There are also notable implications for OD and HR 
practitioners. However, practitioners should be cautious using this information without 
further research or testing. Depending on their practice or their organizations, OD and 
HR may work to identify opportunities in which the participant generated theory could 
influence practice. For instance, this research could serve as the foundation for OD 
practitioners in leadership development interventions; coaching, mentoring, leadership 
skill, and development training; self-efficacy programs for leaders; and other programs. 
HR practitioners may leverage the findings from this study in similar ways and such 
practitioners may find it helpful to share these finding with their organizational leaders as 
a way to create company values, behaviors and norms for their organization, and within 
performance or talent management processes.  
Limitations 
There are several limitations of this study that need to be addressed. This study 
encompassed a specific set of professional individuals employed across different 
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industries. In particular this study used a researched definition of leader to identify the 
participants. The theory may not apply to leaders whose role differs from the role as 
defined by Kotter (1999) or Kouzes and Posner (2002). Moreover, individuals who may 
consider themselves to be leaders by virtue of being in a management role that is below 
the director level may not exhibit these fears or other findings in this research.  
Another limitation is whether or not the leaders interviewed felt compelled to 
share actions and outcomes when describing their fears. For instance, had the leaders 
described such actions or outcomes, I wonder if they would have felt more vulnerable or 
more inadequate than they wanted to feel with me. If the participants felt compelled to 
participate in my research, it may mean they may not have provided all of the details or 
there may have been some other unknown limitation within their responses.  
A limitation in this research was also set by the boundaries of situations in the 
organizations in which the leaders worked or how they viewed their leadership role. For 
instance, the leaders did not share fears like fear of change, flying, dying, or other life 
situations. The situations the leaders described seemed to be related to their 
organizational lives. Thus, the limitation is that their organizational lives bounded their 
responses and limited them from sharing any fears they hold outside of their 
organizational lives.  
Finally, this research study focused on leaders willing to share their fears. The 
leaders include director level and above leaders within organizations leading business 
units, functions, or several people within traditional organizations; in for-profit 
(corporations) or non-profit organizations. Focusing only on these types of leaders 
created limitations in my research. The intent of this research was to create a theory or 
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theories. However, the data gathered and the insights shared from the participants who 
agreed to participate were directed through the context provided by the subjects. This 
means my insights came with the bias attached to the interviewees. It is left up to the 
readers of my research to determine the transferability of the theories obtained and 
described in the findings and discussion of this dissertation in Chapter four. 
Further Research Recommendations 
The limitations discussed in this research along with the findings have created 
opportunities for future research recommendations. For example, a replication of the 
research could include studying the fears of leaders who measure up to different 
definitions of leaders or leadership. This may include individuals who are leaders below 
the director level in their organization or by affiliation.  
Separately, there is an opportunity to research the fears of leaders and the 
similarities or dissimilarities that may exist across different genders, ethnicities, sexual 
orientation, disabilities, age or generations, and cultures.  
Additionally, further research could center on the study of the causes and 
symptoms of fear. Furthermore, future research could include a review of the originations 
of fears for leaders. Other research recommendations include studying the behaviors 
resulting from fear as well as a review of why individuals have repeating fears. Research 
focused on who leaders tend to share their fears with most may create more meaningful 
data about the types of fears leaders share with others. Some other ideas for future 
research include: (a) positivistic study to test my theory; (b) replication of this study of 
managers or non-managers within different organizations, (c) a review of whether leaders 
feel better once they talk about their fears and if this helps them to feel they experienced 
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a cathartic experience, (d) the same study of managers the leaders work within their 
organizations, (e) a case-study of leaders within the same organization, or even (f) a case-
study of just women or men within the same organization or industry.  
Conclusion 
In conclusion, this research revealed the following theory: 
• There is value in knowing and establishing a relationship with fear and this is 
demonstrated by leaders saying they feel good about sharing and acknowledging 
their fear. If fear is known, leaders tend to exercise positive response strategies 
and improve their performance outcomes. The effectiveness of knowing fear 
occurs when leaders repeatedly acknowledge their fear thus creating a personal 
learning experience.  
• Leaders who know their fears tend to respond well to fears and have positive 
outcomes in their work, which impacts their self-confidence and leadership 
abilities. 
• Leaders who know their fears and have a positive motivating relationship with 
their fears exercise strategies and create habits to modify/refine future responses.  
• The degree to which leaders know their fears is on a continuum.  Leaders who 
know their fears tend to have positive responses and outcomes and demonstrate 
better self-confidence and leadership abilities. On the other end of the continuum, 
leaders who do not know their fears tend to have negative responses and 
outcomes and their self-confidence and leadership abilities are negatively 
impacted. 
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The fears shared by the leaders were universal and manifested differently based 
on the leader’s experience. Fear for some is frightening and many struggle with fear. The 
leaders involved in this research were open to sharing their fears, responses, and 
relationships to help contribute to uncovering a deeper and richer understanding of their 
fears. Perhaps unknowingly, these leaders helped to create a positive view of fear and 
highlight the power of this information being uncovered. 
Personal Reflection 
Fear is our greatest strength and our most destructive burden. It lifts us to greater 
levels of achievement at the same time as it lowers us to depths beyond our 
reason…Black fear is the greatest driving force in our culture from both a positive 
and negative perspective… I can no longer for the sake of my people pretend that 
we are not a scared lot. It is only by admitting this simple fact that we can take 
control of our fear and utilize it to our benefit. Admit your fears and you control 
your fears, ignore them and they control you. (Hub Pages, 2009, 
http://sobf.hubpages.com/hub/Black-Fear, paragraph four) 
“Yea, though I walk through the valley and the shadow of death, I will fear no 
evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me” (Psalms 23: 4). 
As a final expression, this research has been an insightful and delightful journey 
for me. One of my initial reasons for conducting this research was to uncover the fears of 
other leaders thus providing them a forum for sharing their fears. Personally, as a leader, I 
have found it to be impossible to safely share my fears without judgment. Also, in my 
experience, I have seen leaders suppress their fears. When they do share their fears, I 
have seen them feel embarrassed and shameful; they are ridiculed. Additionally, through 
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my research I wanted to uncover a meaningful way for leaders to deal with their fears. 
Using grounded theory methodology was intentional, as I wanted to uncover theory, 
framework, and a model to direct leadership development, strategic leadership, and 
execution of leadership practices. I also wanted to help leaders learn strategies for 
changing their leadership approach, which consequently I believe can have implications 
or create change in organizations. By change I mean leaders who know their fears and 
have a positive relationship with their fear will have positive performance outcomes 
(which was provided through this research study); I believe positive performance 
outcomes certainly positively impact organizations. During my research, I asked 
participants about their fears, I actively participated by recording my own fears, 
emotions, and responses. My engagement in this research allowed me to use my “own 
understanding of life to shape the meaning that was derived from the events portrayed” 
(Conbere & Heorhiadi, 2008, p. 2) by the leaders interviewed. Thus, I was able to 
conduct “a study to discover or generate a theory” (Conbere & Heorhiadi, 2008, p. 3) 
based on my own experiences and the findings identified from this study.  
Equally important, as an OD practitioner and leader within an organization, I am 
attracted to helping leaders focus on their own self development and to considering ways 
to both help themselves as leaders and direct their organizations or initiatives differently 
as a result. With my personal experience in leadership and my professional experience in 
coaching leaders how to execute business strategies and change management initiatives, I 
embarked on this journey to explore a primary factor I believe deters many leaders and 
hinders their success; fear. 
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It is through my doctoral program that I learned about the OD values of respect 
and inclusion, collaboration, authenticity, and self-awareness and empowerment in word 
and deed. Instinctively, I conducted my work in an OD manner with the application of 
knowledge from the field of OD or OD theory. Participating in the OD doctorate program 
and conducting this research has created a transformative learning experience for me. 
Consequently, I feel gratitude and connection to my work and I now have information I 
was not able to pinpoint before.  
Personally, I learned how to accept, engage, and interact, as well as develop a 
stronger relationship with my own fears and exercise the fear strategies shared by the 
leaders who participated in this research. For example, prior to and at the onset of my 
research, I knew some of my fears mirrored the list of fears shared by the leaders who 
participated in this research. Primarily, before I started my research my fears were on 
every level except uncertainty. This is not surprising as I have always been a very 
adaptive person, able to adapt to change and lead with ambiguity (unknowns, uncertainty, 
inexperience, and lack of information).  
Also, before my research, I was fearful or more anxious before presenting. I was 
not fearful about presenting. Rather, I hated waiting to present and I was fine once I 
started my presentations, although I was fearful of being inadequate. Today, I am still 
fearful of: (a) failure, wrongs, bad outcomes (result-based fears), (b) minimal 
organizational support and misperception (credibility-based fears, and (c) 
underachievement and vulnerability (integrity-based fears). While my list of fears did not 
change much, I am more attentive to my fears, I am comfortable exposing my fears, I 
have a better relationship with my fears, and I am intentionally practicing strategies as I 
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experience fear. Additionally, I believe more than ever, whatever fear I encounter God 
put me in the face of it for a reason. Therefore, God must be at work and I must be 
willing to trust God by moving forward regardless of my fears. Figure 11 is a display of 
the exercise I did to show my own fears using the Level of Fears diagram (Figure 4). 
Figure 11 also shows some of the fears I had prior to my research and afterwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Researcher’s fears  
When I started my work, I had no intention of revealing my own fears. However, 
I quickly realized if I did not share my fears, my research would not correspond with an 
essential principle of grounded theory. By sharing my fears, I participated in the research 
and confirmed or distilled any personal agreeing or conflicting preconceptions I had 
about my research prior to commencing the study. I also shaped my philosophical 
positions through the unveiling of my fears and my personal findings were tested against 
my findings. I was able to express my reactions and experience my own gratification and 
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great growth in my development. By acting as a researcher reviewing my own fears, 
using positive response strategies to overcome my fears, and improving my relationship 
with my fears, I became more confident that the findings of my research had validity. 
During my doctorate program, as mentioned in chapter one, I experienced the 
death (my greatest early childhood and adolescent fear) of a significant family member; 
my paternal grandmother. There were several other previous deaths of people in my 
family who were equally important and each death managed to weaken my fear of death; 
as like other fears, the more you experience them the more likely you are able to get 
comfortable with experiencing them. However, like William Bridges (2004) description 
of transition and transformational change, the death of my grandmother was a calming to 
my fear about death and this research was like a transition vehicle helping me to work 
through other fears to complete this dissertation. The feelings following the death of my 
grandmother are that I am at peace with death. Since then, I have begun a quest to 
establish a legacy and unveil the findings of this research. In essence, my dissertation 
process was a transformational change; a source of strength to complete my work is my 
grandmother, the woman who gifted me the beginnings of my education. It is because of 
this work I view my fears, change, and death differently. 
I am a Black (African American) woman who has experienced fear inherently 
from the racist stories told to me and through my own discriminatory personal 
experiences. I am a Black woman living and standing on the shoulders of those who came 
before me. I have no fear, as compared to my descendants or other individuals for that 
matter. However, through my research, I have confessed and revealed my own fears and 
as a result I have richness and wholeness.   
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The mere step of being attracted to researching fear gave me the opportunity to 
address some of my own fears and demonstrate the value of vulnerability. By revealing 
the fears of others, their reactions and relationships with fear, I was able to demonstrate 
the immense benefit in leaders revealing fear. Such revealing has allowed me to learn and 
grow as well, as I found myself paying closer attention to my own fears. The 
participating leaders expressed similar thoughts and a craving to have the opportunity to 
express their fears more often. During my research, I found myself intentionally 
practicing the emergent fear strategies to accomplish my own objectives while 
experiencing fear. I also found myself having fears I thought I had learned how not to 
experience and in turn realized fears never go away. Plus, I continuously performed the 
strategies to improve my leadership ability.  
The willingness to let leaders express their fears means respecting people and the 
feelings they hold. This respect is equal to the amount of respect any individual should 
receive when they reveal their fears. Contrary to my leadership experience, that leaders 
should not have fears or are not able to express their fears, the data collected for this 
study showed these leaders in this study did in fact have fears, were aware of some of 
their fears, and found it imperative to know their fears as a critical aspect of enhancing 
self-awareness and maintaining some of their emotional intelligence qualities. Most of 
the participants interviewed were able to readily list their fears. The list of fears may not 
have been all-inclusive, however my research shows the participating leaders seek to 
know their fears, and expressions of rehabilitation were communicated as leaders shared 
their fears. The leaders also talked about going beyond knowing their fear to shifting to a 
mental state that allows them to positively respond to their fears by taking progressive 
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steps and not freezing or fleeing while interacting with fear. The study also revealed a 
continuum-like pattern between not knowing and knowing fear. In other words, leaders 
who know their fears and responses to their fears subsequently establish positive 
relationships with their fears and conveyed that they achieve better performance results at 
work. Similarly, they learn and grow from their fears. 
In reflection, this fear discussion fosters and promotes the leader’s abilities, 
confidence, results, meaningful work, and lessons learned. Noticeably, it is about caring 
for others and educating others to allow the space for leaders to convey their fears 
without retribution. It means recognizing that leaders are full of fear emotions just like 
other humans. Thus, it is about realizing that the opportunity given for leaders to share 
their fears opens up a chance to increase their self-confidence, improve their leadership 
abilities, and demonstrate vulnerability as well as provide comfort for others to do to the 
same. A society or organization that fosters the revealing, acceptance, and understanding 
of a leader’s fears is likely a society that wants transparency. It is an organization that 
seeks to breed self-aware, emotionally intelligent leaders as well as leaders who have 
strong relationships with their fears and leaders with enhanced leadership abilities, and, 
as a result, leaders capable of obtaining positive individual, organization, and societal 
outcomes.  
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Appendix A 
Email Recruitment Message – Convenience Sampling 
Hi, [name].  
At last…I’m finally beginning research for my dissertation! This is the final step 
toward completion of my doctorate in Organization Development at the University of St. 
Thomas.  
I know I have mentioned this to most of you. However, this email request 
formalizes my request for you to help in my official research process. I wish to solicit 
your assistance in one of two ways: 
1. Your personal agreement to participate in an interview for my study; and 
2.  Your commitment to help me to identify other individuals willing to participate 
my study. 
To help you determine your ability to help, allow me to share the purpose of my 
study.  
Research Background  
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions. It is a part of our nervous system 
and works like an instinct. Extending from our infant days, we are equipped with the 
instincts necessary to respond with fear. Feeling afraid is very natural — and helpful — 
in some situations. However, leaders are proclaimed ineffective, inexperienced, or 
unqualified as leaders when they express their fears. Consequently, they are forced more 
than others to contain their fears and manage them.  
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I have a hunch – fears, if understood may help leaders move into a new era of 
leadership. I am concerned the fears lying within us without acceptance, interpretation, 
and integration into our development, prevent us from reaching our full potential or fully 
engaging in our lives or work environments. This being said, the purpose of my research 
is to study the fears of leaders and how leaders respond to their fears.  
I am looking for people who meet the following criteria to participate in my 
study: 
1. Anyone who self identifies as a mid-level or director and above who gets 
work done through others, has a vision for their organization, and is 
responsible for ensuring the execution of the vision in their organization, 
highly visible role, and/or leads of team of direct reports. The individuals can 
be functional, business, or people leaders within a corporation or organization 
(public or non-public). 
2. Anyone who meets the criteria above willing to share their fears and the 
stories about their fears throughout or during their leadership role. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. I know you have a busy life and I know 
your involvement will take even more time. However, please give some thought to (a) 
participating in the study yourself, and (b) providing me with contact information for 
people you know who meet the above criteria. 
Some simple next-steps: 
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1. Please contact me via email at xxx@xxx.com if you meet the criteria above 
and are interested in participating in this study. Upon making a connection, 
we will discuss consent forms and a mutually convenient time for an 
interview. 
and/or, 
2. Please contact me via email at xxx@xxx.com, if you decide to share the 
names of others who meet the criteria. In your email response, please provide 
their name, email address, or phone number (both sources of contact are 
preferred). Please understand that I will not be able to disclose to you whether 
or not they agreed to participate. 
  Or, 
Please feel free to forward this email to others you feel meet this criteria.  
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you might have about your own 
participation or that of others you’re willing to refer. 
 
Take Care, 
Tonya Hampton 
Doctoral Candidate  
University of St. Thomas  
Organization Learning & Development (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
xxx@xxx.com  
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Appendix B 
Email Recruitment Message – Snowball Sampling 
Dear [name], 
My name is Tonya Hampton. I am a doctoral candidate at the University of St. 
Thomas beginning my research on the topic, the Fears of Leaders.  
You were referred to me by [referee name] as someone who self identifies as a 
leader who gets work done through others, has a vision for the organization, and is 
responsible for ensuring the execution of the vision in the organization, has a role that is 
highly visible, and/or leads a team of direct reports. I was also informed by [referee 
name] you would be willing to share your fears and stories about your fears throughout or 
during your leadership role. 
Research Background  
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions. It is a part of our nervous system 
and works like an instinct. Extending from our infant days, we are equipped with the 
instincts necessary to respond with fear. Feeling afraid is very natural — and helpful — 
in some situations. However, leaders are proclaimed ineffective, inexperienced, or 
unqualified as leaders when they express their fears. Consequently, they are forced more 
than others to contain their fears and manage them.  
I have a hunch – fears, if understood may help leaders move into a new era of 
leadership. I am concerned the fears lying within us without acceptance, interpretation, 
and integration into our development prevent us from reaching our full potential or fully 
engaging in our lives or work environments. This being said, the purpose of my research 
is to study the fears of leaders and how leaders respond to their fears.  
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I have a hunch – fears, if understood may help leaders move into a new era of 
leadership. I am concerned the fears lying within us without acceptance, interpretation, 
and integration into our development, prevent us from reaching our full potential or fully 
engaging in our lives or work environments. This being said, the purpose of my research 
is to study the fears of leaders and how leaders respond to their fears.  
I am looking for people who meet the following criteria to participate in my 
study: 
1. Anyone who self identifies as a mid-level or director and above who gets 
work done through others, has a vision for their organization, and is 
responsible for ensuring the execution of the vision in their organization, 
highly visible role, and/or leads of team of direct reports. The individuals can 
be functional, business, or people leaders within a corporation or organization 
(public or non-public). 
2. Anyone who meets the criteria above willing to share their fears and the 
stories about their fears throughout or during their leadership role. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. I know you have a busy life and I know 
your involvement will take even more time. However, please give some thought to (a) 
participating in the study yourself, and (b) providing me with contact information for 
people you know who meet the above criteria. 
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I would sincerely appreciate your consideration to participating in my study. If 
you are interested in helping with this research, the next-step would simply be to contact 
me via return email to xxx@xxx.com. We can talk more about consent forms and 
mutually convenient time for an interview.  
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you might have about your 
participation. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Tonya Hampton 
Doctoral Candidate  
University of St. Thomas  
Organization Learning & Development (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
xxx@xxx.com  
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Appendix C 
Email Recruitment Message – Theoretical Sampling – Original 
Dear [name]. 
My name is Tonya Hampton. I am a doctoral candidate at the University of St. 
Thomas beginning my research, the Fears of Leaders. Specifically, I am interested in 
learning more about  and I’m thinking you might be able to help. 
First, it’s probably helpful to hear a little about the specific purpose of my study. 
Research Background  
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions. It is a part of our nervous system 
and works like an instinct. Extending from our infant days, we are equipped with the 
instincts necessary to respond with fear. Feeling afraid is very natural — and helpful — 
in some situations. However, leaders are proclaimed ineffective, inexperienced or 
unqualified as leaders when expressing their fears. Consequently, they are forced more 
than others to contain their fears and manage them.  
I have a hunch – fears, if understood may help leaders move into a new era of 
leadership. I am concerned the fears lying within us without acceptance, interpretation, 
and integration into our development, prevent us from reaching our full potential or fully 
engaging in our lives or work environments. This being said, the purpose of my research 
is to study the fears of leaders and how leaders respond to their fears.  
I am looking for people who meet the following criteria to participate in my 
study: 
1. Anyone who self identifies as a mid-level or director and above who gets 
work done through others, has a vision for their organization, and is 
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responsible for ensuring the execution of the vision in their organization, 
highly visible role, and/or leads of team of direct reports. The individuals can 
be functional, business, or people leaders within a corporation or organization 
(public or non-public). 
2. Anyone who meets the criteria above willing to share their fears and the 
stories about their fears throughout or during their leadership role. 
Participation in this study is voluntary. I know you have a busy life and I know 
your involvement will take even more time. However, please give some thought to (a) 
participating in the study yourself, and (b) providing me with contact information for 
people you know who meet the above criteria. 
Please give some thought to participating in the study. The next step is to simply 
return an email to me at xxxt@xxx.com. After confirming you interest, we can talk 
further via email or telephone about consent forms and setting up mutually convenient 
interview time. 
Please also feel free to contact me with any questions you might have about your 
participation or this study. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tonya Hampton 
Doctoral Candidate  
University of St. Thomas  
Organization Learning & Development (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
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Appendix C-1 
Email Recruitment Message – Theoretical Sampling – Modified 
Hello! 
I hope you are doing well. It has been a while since I have connected with you 
about my research on the Fears of Leaders. Thank you again for participating in an 
interview. The last few months I have been completing participant interviews and mostly 
reviewing my findings as well as writing my dissertation. The participants in the 
interviews included front line leaders, a CEO, and a Chairman of a Board all mostly of 
Fortune 500 organizations, medium size companies, or non profit organizations. I am 
very grateful for your participation and the information you provided.  
I want to share a theory that has surfaced from the research and request your 
feedback. Please review the findings/theory below and send me your feedback, reactions, 
and thoughts. I value your opinion. I think your time to review this information and 
respond will be about 30-60 minutes. If you'd rather contact me to discuss your response, 
please send me a note and I will contact you to set-up some time for us to have 
a discussion. 
Reminder: Research Background   
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions. It is a part of our nervous system 
and works like an instinct. Extending from our infant days, we are equipped with the 
instincts necessary to respond with fear. Feeling afraid is very natural — and helpful — 
in some situations. However, leaders are proclaimed ineffective, inexperienced or 
unqualified as leaders when expressing their fears. Consequently, they are forced more 
than others to contain their fears and manage them. 
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Research Facts:   
Leaders have Fears! While in our modern day world, leaders having fears seems 
like an oxymoron or detrimental dual, my research shows leaders certainly do have fears, 
they know some of their fears, want to understand and practice understanding of their 
fears more to establish better response strategies, and ultimately improve their 
relationship with their fears. 
Fears—What are they?  
Some themes: Leaders are afraid of failure. We are afraid of not being successful. 
Almost the same thing, but said differently. We are fearful of being found out and that we 
are not good enough. Most of all we are fearful of sharing our fears.  
Strategies for responding to fear include: preparing better or excessively, 
taking a deep breathe, searching for additional information, and leveraging others (close 
colleagues or family members/friends).  
The relationship we have with our fears: tends to be a love hate relationship for 
most and at best. However we are constantly working to be self-aware and understand 
our emotions/fears to improve the relationship. 
Model and theory development: Most of the participants interviewed were able 
to readily share some of their fears. The study also uncovered a continuum about leaders 
knowing, responding, and relating to their fears. The more leaders know their fears and 
their responses to their fears, the better they are able to establish a relationship with their 
fears. Or, conversely, leaders who know their fears and have a relationship with their 
fears are able to modify their responses.  
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Attached is a copy of the drafted model and theory. Again, please send me your 
feedback to the above and attached document. Or let me know if you are open to having a 
follow-up discussion. 
Please do not forward this email to others; respect the confidentiality and work in 
progress nature of it; please do not copy it. Please know I have selected you and a few 
others to provide feedback based on the quality of your interview and perspective about 
your fears. Thank you for your input. 
  
  
Sincerely, 
Tonya Hampton 
Doctoral Candidate 
University of St. Thomas 
Organization Learning & Development  
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Appendix D 
Interview Guide 
This interview guide provides a general review of main research questions, proposed sub-
questions and sample probing that will be used initially and then fine-tuned as the 
interviews proceed. Included in the interview guide is a list of questions for participants; 
the answer to these questions will be used to create a high-level composite profile 
summary of all the participants.	  
 
Primary Research Questions: 
1. Tell me about a time as a leader you experienced fears (including dreads, doubts, 
anxieties, etc.)  
a) What were your fears in these situations? 
2. What were the actions or reactions you had toward your fears? 
a) What impact do you believe your fears had on you, your team, or your 
organization? 
3. How would you describe the relationship you have with your fears? 
 
Sample Probing Questions: 
1. Tell me about a recent situation when you felt uncomfortable or uneasy?  
a) Discuss the situations that stand out for you? 
b) What were you emotions or feeling in these situations? 
c) How did you respond to these emotions or feelings? 
d) What impact do you believe these feelings or emotions had on you or your 
organization? 
2. Have you ever experienced a time when you were not aware of a fear, and then 
discovered that the fear was present anyway? 
3. When you learned you had the fear, what was the fear(s)? 
4. As you discovered these fears, please tell me… 
a. What was the situation that prompted the fear? 
b. What did you do? 
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c. What did you do in response to these feelings? 
d. How would you describe the relationship you have with your fears? 
e. What behaviors did you exhibit in these situations? 
f. What actions did you take? 
g. What learning(s) did you have as a result of your fears or other similar 
feelings/emotions? 
h. What impact do you believe these feelings had on your behaviors, actions, or 
effectiveness? 
 
Profile Questions: 
1. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin? 
o No  
o Yes, Cuban  
o Yes, Mexican, Mexican American or Chicano 
o Yes, Puerto Rican 
o Yes, another Hispanic, Latino or Spanish Origin From which origin/country not 
listed? ________________ 
 
2. Which best describes your racial/ethnic background? 
o American Indian or Alaska Native 
o Asian-Chinese 
o Asian-Filipino 
o Asian-Indian 
o Asian-Japanese 
o Asian-Korean 
o Asian-Vietnamese 
o Asian-Other 
o Black or African-American 
o Pacific Islander-Guamanian or Chamorro 
o Pacific Islander-Native Hawaiian 
o Pacific Islander-Samoan 
o Pacific Islander-Other 
o White 
o Other, please specify __________________ 	  
3. What is your age?  
o 18-24 
o 25-29 
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o 30-34 
o 35-39 
o 40-44 
o 45-49 
o 50-54 
o 55-59 
o 60-64 
o 65 years or older 	  
4. What is your gender? 
o Male 
o Female 	  
5. How long have you been a leader? 
o Less than five years 
o 5-10 years 
o 10-15 years 
o 15-20 years 
o 20-25 years 
o 25 years or more 	  
6. What best describes the your current role as a leader? 
o Individual contributor with leadership responsibilities (program owner, project 
manager, etc.) 
o Manager 
o Manager of other Mangers 
o Entrepreneur 
o Functional or business leader 
o Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, etc. 
o General Counsel 
o Business Owner 
 
7. How long have you been in your current role?  
o Less than five years 
o 5-10 years 
o 10-15 years 
o 15-20 years 
o 20-25 years 
o 25 years or more 
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Appendix E 
Consent Form 
Research Background  
Fear is one of the most basic human emotions. It is a part of our nervous system 
and works like an instinct. Extending from our infant days, we are equipped with the 
instincts necessary to respond with fear. Feeling afraid is very natural — and helpful — 
in some situations. However, leaders are proclaimed ineffective, inexperienced, or 
unqualified as leaders when they express their fears. Consequently, they are forced more 
than others to contain their fears and manage them.  
I have a hunch – fears, if understood may help leaders move into a new era of 
leadership. I am concerned the fears lying within us without acceptance, interpretation, 
and integration into our development, prevent us from reaching our full potential or fully 
engaging in our lives or work environments. This being said, the purpose of my research 
is to study the fears of leaders and how leaders respond to their fears.  
The intent of the study will be to identify the fears of leaders, connections or 
associations (a/k/a as relationships) leaders have with their fears and how they respond to 
their fears. Synthesis of literature demonstrates, like anyone else, leaders also have fears. 
Yet, limited research exists on the identification of these fears and how leaders respond to 
their fears. Interviews for the process of discovery will be the primary research method of 
this study.  
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Responsibilities – Consent to be interviewed, using established, previously 
approved questions. The interviews will be typically 1 to 1.5 hours long.  
While the interviews will not be anonymous, the names of the individuals will not 
be identified. Each respondent will be given a summary of the results prior to publication 
in order to register any challenges to the researcher’s reporting of their comments.  
If you have any questions or concerns about the study you may contact Tonya 
Hampton at xxx-xxxx or by email at xxxx@xxx.com 
I understand the participation in the study is voluntary and that I can withdraw at 
any time. All of the information will be coded. The interview data results will not include 
any identifying information related to the interviewees or their place of employment. 
I agree to participate in the study described above. 
 
 
Signature of Participant       
 Date 
 
